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July 13, 1982
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FROM: Vice President and Secretary June 23, 1982

WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT, 1982

Addendum

As noted in page (v) of the report entitled "World Development

Report, 1982" distributed on June 22, 1982 (R82-199), attached is a copy

of a booklet entitled "Figures for the World Development Report 1982".

As notified on June 22, this Report will be considered in a

seminar of the Executive Directors to be held on July 8, 1982.
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Figure 2.1 Growth in real GDP, 1971-82
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Figure 2.2 Share of investment in GDP, 1970-81
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Figure 2.3 Trends in world trade volume, 1971-81
Annual percentage change
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Figure 2.4 Annual fluctuations in developing-country export prices, 1971-82
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Figure 2.5 Change in nominal net capital inflows to
developing countries, 1971-S2
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Figure 2.6 Global current account balances, 1973-82

Figure 2.7 Changes in real petroleum prices, 1971-82
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Figure 2.8 Price trends, 1970-81
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Figure 2.9 US real rate of interest, 1970-81
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Figure 3.1 GNP per capita compared, United States and
selected countries, 1899-79

Figure 3.2 Per capita GDP, selected countries, 1955-79, using ICP

Figure 3.3 The demographic transition'
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Figure 3.4 Long-term patterns of economic growth, 1955-79
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Figure 3.5 Share of imports of manufactures from developing countries as
percentage of GNP of developing countries
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Figure 5.1 Comparative agricultural indicators
for developing and developed countries, 1979-80 average
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Figure 5.2 Agricultural and food output, by major world region
and by income group, 1963-70 and 1970-78
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Figure 5.5 Developing-country oil importers'
food and beverage trade and terms-of-trade, 1970-78
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Figure 5.6 Cross-country share of employment and output

in agriculture, 1980
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Adjusted nom11inal agricultural protection coefficients, by country, late 1970's
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Figure 6.1 Major crop zones in developing countries
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Figure 6.2 Features of major crop zones, 1978
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Figure 6.4 Agricultural inputs
in developing countries, 1960-79
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Figure 6.6 Foodgrain yields
in developing countries,
1961-65 and 1976-80
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Figure 6.8 Tractors
in major crop zones, 1978
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Figure 6.7 fertilizer use Agricultural transformiation
in major crop zones, t978 in Pujb 1961-SO
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Figure 7.1 Indian rural household income, by source and by farm size, 1970-71 Mexican wheat: vaiety nd area
producer price, production cost
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Figure 7.2 Farmland distribution, by farm size Figure 7.3 Farms vs farmland:
selected countries, 1970 comparative distribution,

by region and by farm size,
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For consideration on

R d July 13, 1982

R82-199

FROM: Vice President and Secreta y FILE: June 22, 1982

WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT, 1982

1. Attached s a copy of the President s memorandum dated June 22, 1982

accompanying a report entitled "World Development Report, 1982" (Report No. 3935).

2. This report will be discussed at a seminar of the Executive Directors

to be held on Thursday, July 8, 1982 at 10:00 a.m. in the Board Room, under the

Chairmanship of Mr. Chenery, Vice President, Development Policy.

3. As in the previous years, final revisions will be made following the

Board discussion.

4. Questions on this document may be referred to Mr. Turnham (X48364).

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates

President

Senior Vice Presidents

Senior Management Council
Vice Presidents, IFC

Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



nr. Pierre 1H. Landell-Nills, PPR June 2, 1982

V. Iasoni, IIU

VW VI

In view of the special focus of 1T7DR VI on development institutions

and manageent, I thought you might like to know about the growing interest

arong Bank stz f for the contribution of non-governmental organizations

(>GOs) to development in the social sector. IRD is the focal point for

general bank-GO relations and it is in that capacity that we monitor

these activities.

The Bank has recently issued guidelines to operational staff

concerning cooperation between the Bank and U1GOs (CPH 10.05 attached).

Cases of cooperation in the last few ycars have been collected by IRD

and PAS. A report has been prepared by Mr. Cernca on agricultural

cooperatives - a secial group of NGOs. The material provides a fairly

good number of illuslraLions of how YGOs can be of assistance in large-

scale projects, thereby lightening the burden on the country's public

secttzm

1GO country profiles have been made by 1RD for Thailand and the

Philippines; similar rcports are planned in FY.3 for Mali, Hauritania,

Upper Volta, Bangladesh and sone Caribbean countries. A consultant's

-proposal for a study of the role in development of indigenous NGOs has

been received with interest by the Bank and is to be submitted to the

Research Committee by appropriate departmental sponsors.

If you are interested, we can provide additional details on this

and keep you postei on further developments. This memo is being copied to

Mr. Lethem of PAS who has been instrumental in much of the formulation of

Bank policy embosied in CPN 10.05.

cc: Mr. Lethem, PAS

Vlasoni/rd
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. D. Turnham DATE: May 28, 1982

FROM: J.C. Collins, AGR

SUBJECT: WDR 1982

1. I have reviewed the paragraphs from Chapter 4 as you
requested and have marked up some suggested changes in the copy
attached.

2. Reading the paragraphs in isolation I am not sure how
important any particular piece of information might be to the develop-
ment of some argument further on in the text. However, they gave me an
impression of being overly simplistic and incomplete in some places.
For example, from para 4.7 it would appear that temperature is the key
factor in deciding what crops will or will not grow into the tropics.
No mention is made of day (or night) duration which is an important
factor in the triggering of physiological changes in many plants (e.g.
from growth to flowering), so that plants requiring a 'long day' at a
critical stage in their development cannot be successfully grown near
the equator. Should this paragraph be expanded or is the message too
well understood already to need repeating? I would be more in favor of
deletion.

3. Similarly in para 4.10 the impact of biological processes in
the development of a soil's characteristics is omitted. Intensive
rainfall and high temperatures in the tropics will certainly influence
a soils development but may not "critically damage its structure and
fertility if it is protected by a natural or cultivated vegetation
cover. It is exposure of such soils through removal of protection
which is so damaging. The statement that leaching of soil nutrients
results in acidity and toxicity is just not correct. It is the
leaching of metallic ions and their replacement on the clay lattice by
hydrogen ions which results in initial acidity of the soil. This then
allows normally insoluble alumina complexes to be converted into more
soluble forms which has a further "acidifying" effect and can lead to
toxic aluminum levels for sensitive crops. The general statement
comparing fertility of soils in South and S.E. Asia with those in
Africa and Latin America should be deleted. There are soils in
Thailand which are less fertile than any I have come across in the
Amazon and I am sure some soils in Indonesia have all the problems of
the typical Amazon Soils.

4. In para 4.12 I suggest drainage be included with irrigation
and flood control.

5. I understand that there have been problems in extending the
broadbed and furrow system (para 4.31 which was not marked for my
review but I looked at it anyway). It has only worked on the deeper
cracking clay soils and has on occasion depressed yield when carried
out on alfisols. Also in the next paragraph (again not one of mine) do
you really consider yield increases which won't come along for a decade
as being rapid?



Mr. Turnham -2- May 28, 1982

6. In para 4.33 the introduction of irrigation may or may not be
the most significant step in developing a particular area. If rainfall
is over 2,000 mm well distributed I would rate it as of low signifi-
cance and you say so at the end of para 4.35 though I suggest that
rainfall needs to be adequate as well as reliable. Also the second
sentence in 4.33 could be expanded to include crops grown, water avai-
lability and quality, access to markets, inputs, credit etc., etc. As
it stands it would be better left out. Are the potential returns to
irrigation the highest in the arid and semi arid tropics? Because of
access to inputs technology and affluent markets, people do pretty well
out of irrigation in California and around the Mediterranean area!
Availability of irrigation encourages the use of other high technology
inputs such as IPM as well fertilizers and seed.

7. In para 4.38 the last sentence should begin "Though usually
more costly to operate and maintain ------.

8. In view of the wide range in development costs quoted in para
4.36, the relative precision of the statement in 4.39 that a 50,000 ha
scheme costs about $150 million seems an anomaly. Why not substitute a
range?

9. In para 4.43 it is the Management of irrigation schemes which
tends to be dominated by engineers, not the schemes themselves. These
engineers have little training in on-farm water management but often do
have considerable ability in reservoir operation for example.

10. In para 4.44 the problem of deep water rice areas in Asia is
not only the depth but also the rate at which the flood waters rise.
HYVs are unable to elongate sufficiently rapidly to keep their heads
above water (though the traditional rices of these areas do have that
ability).

11. Also in para 4.44 I wonder whether comprehensive watershed
management and flood control are realistic concepts for the Ganges and
Brahmaputra Rivers for example. The scale is so enormous.

12. Finally in para 4.45 water logging and salinity can still
occur where drainage has been provided but design was inadequate. We
still do not pay enough attention to the design criteria for drainage
systems.

JCCollins:js



Mr. W. Bussink (AEADR) May 5, 1982

Choeng-H. Chung (AEPAl)

Comments on _Chater_6 on WDR 1982 Draf t

As requested by Mr. Baldwin, I have reviewed the draft, Chapter 6
and do not have any problem with the general conclusions and messages
emerging from the draft WDR report. Detailed comments are marked in the
copy attached. The only specific comment for East Asia and Pacific region
which is wrong is the reference to cassava in Thailand (page 5).

I would, however, like to comment on two areas of presentation
(or omission) which I feel warrants consideration by the WDR "core" team.

The first relates to regional discussions on patterns of growth and
reserves of arable land, Table 4.2 and table 4.3 present the information on
patterns of growth (for agricultural production, arable land, and intensifi-
cation) and reserves of arable land on a global basis. It would be extremely
useful and definitely more interesting if the regional perspective of these
information could be presented and discussed.

The second relates to the discussion of improved technology
(page 25). It would be clearer in this discussion to separate the
difficultles of transferring improved technology to (a) the commercial or
marginally comercial farmer from (b) the subsistence farmer. For the
former, the incentive system and input services aspect discussed in the
chapter are important. For the latter, "minimum cash cost" approaches are
more applicable and this aspect has hardly been discussed.

Attachment

C-IChung: jm
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Mr. Wil Bussink May 3, 1982

Johannes F. Linn

WDR 1932: Comments on Chapter 2

1. Following the request by Jim Baldwin I have read Chapter 2
of the WDR 1982. I have no specific comments on items relating to
countries in our Region. The chapter does not employ lots of examples
anyway; therefore, there are only a few references to our countries.

2. More generally, the chapter needs a lot more work. At the
moment it is very poorly presented, test bookish in nature, with many
stylistical flaws, incomplete arguments and unconnected ideas. Examples
from specific country experience and cooss-country comparative work are
underutilized. These messages do not stand out clearly.

3. I am attacln my marked-up copy, which substantiates my
comments for particular places in the text. I would be happy to meet
with WDR staff to go over some of the specifics.

cc: Mr. Hermans

JLinn/llc
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Hr. R. Chander, EPDR\ '"arch 31, 1982

Ishrat Su, Senior Ecoaomist, WAlB

W0I and SIDS - Infant Mlortality sate and Child Death Rate Data

1. We have reviewed the data on child death rate and iafant
mortality for Ghana Liberia and Sierra Leone which will be published
in the latest WDR.

2. As the data is purporte-d to have been generated from a special
study by the U.N. Po;ulation Division, we have no independent means to
either affirm or contradict it. As Mr. Zachariah mLust have been satisfied
WiLth both the dethodooy and flndinjs of this report, we have no problem
in eorsing jis rcommendation.

3. What has struck us, however, is the absolute magnitude and the
rate of chane of chii deathi rate for Sierra Leoe reported in the U.N .
study. The 1981 WDR showed that the 1960 death rate of 41 had declined
to 25 by 1979 i.e. a change0 of 40/. The latest U.: study shows that tne
1960 deatn rate was 57 - one of the hiAhst in the world but also that
the rate of decline durin the period up to 193 was only 12, - one of the
lowest in the world. These discrepancies are quite 0inificant but I am
sure there must be some valid justification for them.

cc: essrs. de Azcarate, Isalnn, Gibbs, Oubouzar, Alibaruho

ILi:pt
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4r. J. Gorse, WAPA3 March 17, 1932

J. R. Peberdy, Chief , WAPA4

1982 'World Developm ent Report (4DR V)
Forestryin the Sahel

1. I have nothing to add to your paper which describes the situation
we lI. I agree with you that it is important that we are realistic about
what we are likelv to achieve. We should Put our scarce resources in those
areas where we are likely to get the best return. There is simply not
enough money to tackle everything we would like to do. West Africa needs to
be looked at firstly on a regional basis followed by a country then district
basis.

2. In the last ceatury, W4est Africa has changed tremendously and major
demographic changes are taking place in various countries with people moving
to the areas of greatest economic activity and potential; such areas and rate
of growth will change as political forces dictate. We need to understand
these changes, and where appropriate, encourage and service them. Taking the
Region as a whole, it is clear that the areas of major population growth are
going to be the forest belt and the wetter areas of the Guinean Sudanian zone
with the greatest concentrations around industrial urban centers, ports and

major irrigation areas. As in other parts of the world, the drier areas,
unless they have irrigation or some other natural advantage (uranium), cannot
provide the economic nieans to sup port viable population growth. In fact, in

relative terms the potential for providing a livelihood could decline as
economic expectations/achievements of people working in the richer areas of
the Region increase. A recent BADEAreport predicts that 50% of the people
in the Sahelian West African countries will live in the urban centers by the
year 2000. While one can quarrel with the percentage, there undoubtedly will
be a major increase and such urban. growth is most likely in the areas of greater
economic activity.

3. While there are political and social reasons not to abandon people in
the Sahelian ecological zone (700 mm and below), and there are things we can
and in some cases must do, I think that if we take a longer term view then
the areas to concentrate our forestry efforts on should be the 900 to 1,000 mm
and above areas. I say forestry because I think that by the year 2010 when
our forestry efforts in Sahelian areas may be showing some technical promise,
the economic wealth and development in the Region may be such that there may
be other cheaper alternatives (one of which will be encouraging, movement out of
the drier areas).

4. In lowering expectation for forestry in the Sahel, I am conscious of
the fact that in two years time I will have worked 30 years in Africa and that
my first district where I worked was a dry area not dissimilar to the Sahel
today. Today in that district, there are more than twice as many people

(nearly a million) and the land is now as bare of bush and fuelwood as itwas
in 1954. Auch barer and more populated than the parts of W!est Africa I see.

The forest programs started then, similar to those we are starting in Wvest
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Africa now have had a niniscul ef fect on the problem. Today the need for
forestry is as strong today as it was then. I am sure it is right. But then,
why has it not wored wh-en the need is so obvious? I think it Is because the

general economic opportunities for those staying behind are so poor that the
poeple (who have to do the forestry planting) only see the district as a
dormitory area for the families of able bodied people who make their money
outside the district in the real economy which has been g.rowing at around 6%
per annum for the past 20 years; to enable them to participate their most widely
beneficial investment has been education.

5. dearly thirty years later, I think the opportunities for technological
breaihrough are greater now than when I was implementing what we are doing
today. Firstly, we realize now that much more fuel for village use comes from
trashsticks and branches than we appreciate rather than from trees. This
means that people still hope for the best rather than plant trees and, to some
extent, time has proved them right. As far as improved technology is concerned,
if necessary, special kilns are available to make charcoal out of such rubbish
so giving us the possibility of growin, and using vegetation other than fully
grown trees. Leucaena for example in the higher rainfall areas (1,200 mm?)
can provide a high animal protein feed, windbreaks, fuelwood and soil improvement).

'4ore efficient stoves are possible. Methane gas can be made from organic matter

and at some time in the future, it might be cheaper to provide solar or wind
driven pumps, generators, etc. than provide the infrastructure necessary for a

forestry service to provide wood under suboptional conditions. The transport of

wood fuel from higher rainfall areas and selling it at subsidized prices may be

cheaper than trying to grow it in the Sahel. Even the finding of oil on the
West African coast may make the expansion of use of kerosene a worthwhile
alternative - at least for the next 30 years by which time the technological work

on alternative energy sources might be paying off.

6. In 10 years' time, the non-technical people who are so supportive

today of the Sahelian foresters will be diving for cover and asking the techni-

clan what went wrong (as they have done in the past in Kenya and other countries
with similar problems). The major problem in my view, as far as the drier areas
are concerned, is one of expectations. Just because there is a need (in a
particular area) does not mean that there is a solution especially when the
technology you choose (forestry) has no economic answer. Those same people
will forget today's technicians' fine print that we are starting the exercise

with Just a hope and prayer but no sure technical solution. It is our job to
state clearly whJere we have the technical. knowledge and proven experiences and
where we do not.

JRI eberdy:nie

cc: essrs. van Gigch, Tillier, Steeds, Berg, Grimshaw
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. Choksi, AEA DATE: January 27, 1982

FROM: John Shilling, Division Chief- EPDCA

SUBJECT: Discussions on WDR V Country Projections

As indicated in my memo of December 23, 1981, we are reviewing the

country projections for the Sample Panel of 38 countries. Unfortunately, we

are on an extremely tight schedule. We are completing preliminary revised

projections for Indonesia and will be circulating the projections to you and the

country economists shortly. I would appreciate if you could advise your

country economists and request that they cooperate with my staff in reviewing

these projections with you.

My staff will contact your country economists when the projections are

circulated to arrange meetings to discuss the results and whatever further

revisions may be necessary. Since the projections are in 1978 US $ constant

prices, the levels may not correspond exactly with your data. However, we are

not so interested in exact correspondence as to be sure the levels are of the

right order of magnitude and that the trends to 1990 and major internal

relations are correct.

Thank you for your cooperation.

cc: E.C. Hwa

JS/sf



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mrs. My Thi Vu, DEDPH DATE: January 11, 1982

FROM: Christine Fallert Kessides, WACP1 DC

SUBJECT: Clearance by WACP1 of Basic Data for WDR 5 Population Estimates for

Upper Volta, Mali and Niger

A. Notes on Upper Volta Population Estimates:

1. Resident population in December 1975 was 5,638,203 according to
the 1975 census. Mid-year population in 1975 would therefore be 5,598
thousand assuming 1.6% annual growth, or 304,000 higher than the DEDPH
figure. I have already discussed this discrepancy with Althea Hill in your
division and she agreed that there does not seem to be a satisfactory reason
to continue to use the lower figure as the base 1975 estimate.

2. The new demographic data for Upper Volta as derived from the 1976
Post-Census Survey are with Althea Hill, as I mentioned to you. These
demographic reports give the following amended indicators:

CBR CDR Total Life Expectancy at Birth % Urban
Fertility (Both Sexes) Population
Rate

1960-61 50.8 32.0 6.14 32.0
1976 47.8 24.1 6.66 38.0 9.1 (1975)

(1975) (1975)

The indicators are not given for the intervening years, as far as I can tell.

3. I suggest that you use the above figures in making projections for
WDR 5, which should be further checked with Ms. Hill when she returns and
resumes her analysis of the Upper Volta demographic situation.

B. Notes on the demographic data for Mali are attached.

C. We have no corrections to suggest to the Niger population figures.

cc: Messrs. Denning, de Azcarate, Isenman (with attachment)

Messrs. Molineus, Prost, Ms. Hill (without attachment)

CFKessides:kmv



C. Humphreys:ma
8 January 1982

Note on Mali for WDR 5

-. Population level. In December 1976, resident population was

6,394,918, including persons both present and 
absent. In addition, there

were 129, 732 visitors. Excluding visitors, and using 2.73% annual growth,

the mid-1976 resident population would be 
6.316 million, not 6.444 million.

2. Rural-urban. In December 1976, the resident urban population

was 16.8%, not 17.2%.

3.. Labor force. In December 1976, the distribution of the 
active

resident population was:

Agriculture, (including livestock, fishing, and forestry: 84.9%

Industry (artisanat, mining, manufacturing, and

construction) 4.9%

Services (commerce, banks, transport, communications,

administration, other services 7.2%

Undeclared 3.0%

Thus, the figure assume that the undeclared 
category is evenly distributed

across the other categories.



WORLD BANK / IN ERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: See Below DATE: January 4, 1982

FROM: R. Dunca P. Pollak, EPDCE

SUBJECT: WDR Meeting, 2:45 p.m., Tuesday, December 29, 1981

This was the third of the weekly EPD meetings to review progress
on WDR V. The meeting was chaired by Mr. Baneth and attended by Ms. Swamy
and Messrs. Chander, Katz, Lutz, Obidegwu, Duncan, Pollak, Hope, Miovic,
Abmad, Hee and Blazic-Metzner.

Below is a summary of the various topics discussed.

1. EPDES Work on Long-Run Developmental Issues

Mr. Blazic reported that the tables showing shares of developing
countries in world GDP and other economic measures for the period 1955-
2000 were being prepared together with an explanatory piece.

Mr. Baneth asked that these be distributed to all Division Chiefs
as soon as possible, for further distribution to staff who may be able to
make an input into their interpretation. Mr. Ahmad reported that he had
now done some regressions runs with ICP data. Some coefficients looked
okay. It is still not certain whether it will be possible to explain
deviations from average growth paths in terms of social indicators etc.
Mr. Ahmad was asked to disseminate widely the regression results or at
least whatever summary of the data he has available early next week, so
that EPD staff involved in this work could become familiar with the nature
of the data.

Professor Laursen will arrive on January 7 to begin writing on
long-run development issues.

2. EPDCA Comparative Studies on Future Development

Mr. Wen said that CA is starting the work on projections. Up to
now, there has been no input from country economists. Mr. Baneth pointed
out that the program needs to be speeded up so that some write-ups cover-
ing the developments in major countries will be available by January 18.
He could foresee three elements to be covered in the discussions with
country economists:

i. What is the short run story? (By April more about this will be
known.)

ii. Revisions of last year's long-term projections up to 1990.

iii. Substantive inputs in the story about the nature of the develop-
ment process.

3. EPDIT Analysis of Global Developments

Mr. Miovic said that his staff would need the EPDCE write-up on
possible oil-price scenarios so that they could run their simple global-
balance model which will be run under different assumptions about interest
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rates, trade and the future path of oil-prices. It was stressed that the

long-term trend of oil prices remains unchanged, but that EPDIT will

explore various scenarios that would he based on different price paths
around that trend. Mr. Hope pointed to the need to keep the endogeneity of

the relationships between economic growth, interest rates, trade, oil

prices etc. in mind.

4. Protection in Agriculture

There was some confusion over what is to be done within EPD on

this topic. It was reported that the WDR Core Team is now going to devote

some effort to this subject and may hire Tim Josling (Stanford) as a con-

sultant/writer.

Mr. Baneth made it clear that both a short run and a long run

write-up was needed for Part I. Mr. Lutz was asked to contact EPDCE staff

to find out what has happened to protection with respect to each agricul-

tural commodity over the past year. Mr. Lutz also offered to write a short

general piece on the impact of agricultural protection in both indus-

trialized and developing countries on developing countries' agricultural

production and trade.

5. EPDED Work on Debt and Aid

Mr. Hope reported that two pieces on developing countries' debt

and debt policy have been drafted. Also, his paper to the AEA meeting on
international debt was now available.

The review of the debt situation will cover among other things,

renegotiation (a "Box" on Turkey), interest rates, and international

transfers. It will also discuss possible credit scenarios for the 1980s.

Debt staff have been asked to provide estimates of 1981 debt. Other topics

include "major borrowers" and intra-developing country debt. To provide a

format for the discussion on aid, a table is being constructed to show,
inter alia, aid receipts by country and by source of funds (e.g. to show

number of agencies which countries have to deal with).

Next Meeting: Friday January 8, at 2:30 p.m. in the M Building Conference

Room.

Distribution:

Mrs. Hughes (o/r), Mr. Baneth, EPD Division Chiefs & Advisors

EPDIT EPDCA EPDES EPDCE EPDED EPDSM

Elsaas Dacumos Ahmad Akiyama Datta-Mitra Baidee

Finger Hwa Blazic-Metzner Bothwell Culver

Fleisig McCarthy Hee Duncan

Germany Obidegwu Pollak
Katz Wen
Lee
Lutz
Shaw



OFFICE MEMORANDUM'
TO: Regional Chief Economists D-ATE: December l981

Assistan Directors, Agriculture
FROM: David T rn an> Team

SUBJECT: Regional Assistance for WDR V - Background Material

1. As promised by Per Ljung at the meeting on December 10, 1981 we are
sending you a draft outline for WDR V and a "shoppi-ng--ist"-ot potential
background notes.

2. As you may recall, my memo of December 4 asked for regional
assistance for WDR in three forms:

(i)' guidance and assistance from regional staff on where
to find data, source material, etc;

(ii) draft working notes or "boxes" that illustrate
interesting development or project experiences
relating to agriculture; and

(iii) preparation of more ambitious working papers analyzing
long term performance in selected major agricultural
economies.

3. Regional staff at the meeting indicated that it would be virtually
impossible to prepare working papers Within the given timeframe. On the other
hand, help under headings (i) and (ii) was kindly offered. Let me reconfirm
that we would greatly appreciate assistance in preparing a limited number of
working notes, either for editing down to "b.oxes" or to provide the basis for
text discussion.

4. The attached "shopping list" of possibles reflects in 'part an initial
interchange with some regional staff and in part Core Team ideas on some
potentially interesting topics. It is intended that the working notes be
informal and relatively short (3-10 double spaced pages). They would aim at
condensing available knowledge and would generally not require literature
research or data analysis. We believe that an experienced project officer or
country economist could produce such an informal working note in 2-3 full
working days. We hope to discuss the topics with you over the next couple of
weeks.

cc: Messrs. Waide, Yudelman
WDR Core Team
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WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT V

Draft Outline of Main Themes

I. Introduction

1. The fifth World Development Report, to be issued in August

1982, intends to cover two groups of subjects. First, the Report will

extend and update the discussion of global prospects and international

issues contained in previous WDRs: second, it will examine the role of

food and agriculture in development and poverty reduction, and assess ways

of sustaining high growth in agriculture itself. About two-thirds of the

approximately eighty-five pages of the Report will be devoted to the

second set of topics. The World Development Indicators will also be

updated and annexed.

2. The selection of topics reflects the judgement that progress in

food and agricultural production will require sustained emphasis in the

1980's, for low and middle income countries alike. Population will continue

to grow rapidly (in Africa especially), and low income countries' prospects

for real export growth (and concessional food aid) are not favorable. The

worldwide demand for grains (both for food and for animal feed) from oil

exporters, Eastern Europe, middle income countries and China is rising at a

time when supply trends especially in North America may be less favorable

than in the 1970's; real prices for traded grain, and the energy component

of production costs, are expected to increase. Among all but a handful of

middle income countries, agriculture's contribution to employment and

output will remain very large; most non-oil exporters depend heavily on

primary commodities for export earnings; and domestic food and nonfood

This document has a restricted distribution and,may be uscd by recipients only in the performance of
their oflicial duues.'Its contents may not otnerwise be disclosd'without World Bank authonzation.
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demands are expanding rapidly. The sustained improvements in technologies,

institutions, management and policies necessary to provide agricultural

growth will continue to require international support. This is a field

which has been prominent in the Bank's operations over the past decade,

and the topic provides an opportunity to take stock of the lessons that

can be derived from experience.

II. Development Prospects and Issues

3. The Report will update the extensive discussion of medium-

and longer-term prospects for developing countries contained in WDR IV.

The impact of higher interest rates and currency fluctuations on debt

servicing, current account balances, and financial institutions will be an

important topic; the sensitivity of the longer-term projections to various

assumptions about interest rates, capital flows, and the possibility that

energy prices may rise at a lower rate than hitherto expected, will

be investigated, as will the impact of pIersistent worldwide inflation on

growth.

4. The Report will distinguish between external and internal factors

affecting performance. Among the former, trends in trade patterns and,

especially, in protectionism will be updated and the importance of sus-

tained aid flows to the low income countries will be emphasized. Among

the latter, the Report will examine the effect of the shift of resources

towards energy production and conservation on other sectors. The adjust-

ment process apart, one aim will be to bring out some of the factors

which have been shown to benefit growth performance in the longer run,

such as technology transfer and human resource development.
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III. Food, Agriculture and Development

5. Reviews of experience with growth, structural change and poverty

alleviation over the past 30 years show that those developing countries

which have achieved a sustained, relatively rapid, growth of food and

agricultural production have done relatively well overall. 
This is

particularly clear in the turbulent period of the 1970s. The reasons

include agriculture's direct, contribution to growth (very important in the

low income countries, where agriculture's share in total output is large);

agriculture's contribution to trade (export earnings and import savings);

its role in providing food and wage goods at decreasing real costs, which

sustains industrial and urban development; and-, sometimes, net savings for

the economy at large.

6. The issues of poverty, employment and -access to food continue to

be of critical importance in most countries. Population growth is declining

in some, but labor force growth (reflecting the births of 15 to 20 years

ago) will continue to expand rapidly almost everywhere. Historically, the

agriculture sector has carried much of the burden of absorbing the, labor

force and providing earnings and income for the poor. The underlying

problems, namely, deteriorating man-land ratios, unequal access to land and

other resources and tenure conditions, which have led to the increasing

number of poor, are well-known. Experience shows that rapid growth of

agricultural production can help in three ways: greater employment oppor-

tunities and, especially for small farmers, improved incomes; diversification

of the rural economy with development of off-farm employment and enterprise;

and, via enhanced overall growth prospects, new urban employment in industry
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and services. In the foreseeable future, though, with precarious jobs and

incomes, the poor sometimes cannot obtain adequate food (even if supplies

are abundant) without some form of public support, e.g. a nutrition program.

Such programs can have high returns as well as providing food security,

but if not well designed they can also involve high budgetary costs and

diversion of resources from investment.

7. These subjects will be analyzed using growth scenarios for appro-

priate country groups, and lessons derived from cross-country, regional and

historical experience. Examples of specific topics for discussion and

analysis include:

(a) Trade in grains and vulnerability to food crises.

[How likely is a repeat of the 1973/74 experience?
Which countries are particularly vulnerable to chronic food

scarcity, given the track record of domestic supply and
foreign exchange availability to pay for increased imports?
How is the character of the grain trade changing? What if

short run supply deficits affect several major producers

simultaneously?]

(b) Food agriculture and urbanization.

[As population and sources of per capita income growth

are more concentrated in urban centers, how rapidly do
various types of food and agricultural demands increase?
How large are incremental requirements relative to import

possibilities? What is implied for domestic marketed

agricultural output and labor productivity in agriculture?]

(c) Domestic and international market conditions and prospects
for the products of non-food agriculture.

[Markets are relatively open for many of these commodi-

ties but demand prospects are affected by growth and techno-

logical change (industrial substitutes and/or new industrial

uses). How do changing technological innovations and energy
supply and costs affect these prospects? What is the role

of agriculture as a supplier of energy and of agricultural

inputs into industry and in meeting non-food demands?]



(d) Employment and Poverty.

[Most poor people are agricultural workers or in farm
households. Historically, the movement of people out ofagriculture has been very important in dealing with poverty;
some middle income countries (Spain, Greece, Yugoslavia,
Korea, e.tc.) also show rapid declines recently in the share
of agriculture in total labor force. What are the pre-
conditions? How relevant is this experience to other middle
income countries (Brazil, Mexico, Thailand, etc.)? How much
is due to urbanization and how much to local (rural) diver-sification of employment structures? How relevant is this
latter type of change to low income countries? What can bedone to promote it? What is the role of international
migration?]

IV. Potential for Future Development of Agriculture

8. Food and agricultural development depends on a continuing stream.

of innovations that permit production growth on the basis of higher yields

and labor productivity. There is now little new arable land, historically

the leading factor in production increases. Nevertheless, remarkable

increases in production and productivity ,have been achieved, based mainly

on science-led innovation (crop varieties and seeds, livestock technology,

etc.), investments in water control and increased availability (drainage

and irrigation) and greater use of industrial inputs (agro-chemicals,

machinery). Such innovations have also had a big influence on agriculture

in developed countries e.g. grain production in the U.S.; but their application

to densely populated, low income environments, especially the major flood

plains and river basins of South and East Asia has been especially timely

and important.

9. A rapidly advancing research frontier promises to provide the

basis for increases in productivity in agriculture over the next 20 to 30

years, though with qualifications about the reliance on fossil fuels and

other minerals, increasingly severe environmental hazards in some areas,



and perhaps increasing polarization between high and low potential areas.

These questions require discussion of technology policy and research

strategy with an emphasis on the interplay between technology and

development.

10. The experience of the Bank and other donors in supporting a

massively expanded program of assistance to agriculture can be extensively

used in a discussion of entrepreneurial and institutional response and

sector policy, together with findings from other research and policy

literature. Perhaps the major lesson of experience is that where the

right blend of adequate farmer incentives, market access, proven technology,

and effective institutional support (credit, extension service, marketing

and input supply) is present, agricultural investment can yield quick

pay-off, high returns and a relatively equitable spread of benefits (the

latter also influenced by land holding structures and patterns).. Indeed,

investment requirements as such may be r'elatively limited or furnished

by the farmer-entrepreneur himself in many instances. If one or more among

the critical elements is deficient or missing, the risks of failure increase.

The combination of several adverse factors poses special problems in

Sub-Saharan Africa. There is considerable potential for imprpved perform-

ance in many countries.

11. The possible (and in practice, widely varying) roles of the

public and private sectors would be discussed in relation to these critical

factors. For example, the results of public sector involvement in marketing

and input supply, and in the provision of. credit, would be reviewed.

Similarly, to the extent that data and research allow, we will examine
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the role of the private sector, including international agribusiness

investment. Some generalizations should emerge on what the public sector

must do in most situations; what it can do in situations where private

initiative and investment is not likely to be forthcoming or where there

are special problems, e.g., in assuring reasonable access to resources on

the part of small farmers and businesses; and what, on the basis of

experience, is usually best left to private entrepreneurs.

12. Examples of specific issues for discussion include:

(a) Technology and Research.

[Science-based innovation may now be moving more
rapidly than at earlier times, with the development of
a range of new techniques (genetic engineering, cloning,
tissue culture, etc.) supplementing conventional approaches.
Over what time span will these innovations become opera-
tional? How can the developing nations involve themselves
in this basic research? How can these new research path-
ways be. exploited by them? What are the implications for
research funding, transfe'r of technology and technology
policy?]

(b) Rural Imbalance.

[Progressively strengthened national and international
market links between a productive, technologically dynamic,
but spatially confined agricultural subsector and a burgeoning
urban/industrial subsector, often contrast with low growth
and usually resource poor hinterlands elsewhere (e.g.,
India, China, Brazil, Mexico). How important, and how
avoidable, are growing productivity and income gaps between
high growth areas and the balance of the rural economy
likely to be for strategy in the 1980s?]

(c.) Agriculture and Energy Use.

[The average direct and indirect inputs of energy into
agriculture are not large in developing countries. But
requirements at the margin, for incremental production, may
be much larger. What are the relationships? How does the
situation compare across different countries and crops?
What is the scope for energy savings in agriculture?
What has been the response to higher energy prices?]
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(d) Irrigation Development.

[Irrigation has been a major element in recent food

crop growth. The costs of new development are rising

sharply as are the maintenance needs of the completed

systems; on the other hand there seems considerable of

scope for improved water use involving management, improved

distribution and allocation. The Report would review the

experience, and implications for future development.]

(e) Small Farmer Development.

[Much effort has been to small farmer programs (rural

development), sometimes via multi-purpose, complex projects.

What has been the experience? What are the special problems?

How effective is donor support? How important are small

farmers in production prospects and in meeting market needs?

How do they compare in efficiency to large farmers?]

Conclusions

13. The conclusions and recommendations will concentrate on actions

required by the developing countries, donors, and the international

community. They might deal with: (i) priorities for international support,

e.g. for Sub-Saharan Africa and water resource development; (ii) aid

effectiveness; (iii) food aid and food security assistance; (iv) the role

of both developing country and multinational financial and agri-bus-iness

private activities; (v) support for high priority technology development

-- in which the international community is already involved via CGIAR and

other support of agricultural research; and (vi) issues in trade policy,

protection and commodity agreements relating to agriculture.

Development Policy Staff
October 1, 1981



Some Topics for Regional Working Notes for WDR V

East-Africa

(a) Hybrid maize diffusion in East Africa. (Prime example of hybrid

maize use by small farmers. Highly successful in Kenya, some diffusion in

Tanzania, Zaire and others. Key role of mixed-venture Kenya Seed Company.

Reasons, different up-take rates, etc.).

(b) Lessons of experience: The Lilongwe Land Development Project in

Malawi as case study of multi-phase rural development programs.

(c) How to promote livestock development in Africa: Successes in Zaire

(d) Factors explaining agricultural performance in Rwanda

(e) Kenya-Malawi-Tanzania: A cross country comparison

West Africa

(a) - Agricultural technology and development strategy for sub-humid topics,

in Africa. (IITA, zero tillage, soil-depleting aspects of conventional

cultivation, dangers associated with tricky herbicides, etc.)

(b) HLV/Electrodyn Spraying (technical innovation that has greatly

contributed to the expansion of cotton cultivation in West Africa)
-1

(c) Animal Trypanosomiasis (State of the art in tsetse control. Is it

coming back in previously cleared areas? Is chemical control feasible and

safe? Potential impact of freeing Savannah belt for ox-drawn cultivation.)

(d) Onchocerciasis Program (Success story in disease control, but

potential benefits still to be reaped?)

(e) The dual role of export crops: Foreign exchange and tax revenue

earners (Elaboration of the Togo pricing study)

East Asia

(a) Thailand's success in developing a profitable export market for

cassava. (Reasons: agronomic, policy support, etc. Why nobody else? Impact

of EEC protectionism.)

(b) Farmers organizations and irrigation development (Experience from

Korea and Philippines)

(c) Comparison of price policies in East Asia (or selected country

studies: Korea, Philippines, Thailand,etc.)

(d) Grain trade in China

(e) Developing a new frontier: Transmigration in Indonesia. (A history

of problems and search for solutions.)
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South Asia

(a) Agricultural technology and development strategy for the semi-arid
tropics. (Broad-bed and furrow system, water harvesting, etc.; role of
ICRISAT.)

(b) Yes, cooperatives can work: Amul and Operation Flood

(c) Reaching the small farmer through extension: how the T&V system
works

(d) Social forestry: Why it makes economic and environmental sense

EMENA

-(a) Successful investment projects: Irrigation in Morocco

(b) Supporting agricultural growth through research: The case of Spain

(c) The role of agricultural credit in a socialist economy: The case of
Yugoslavia

LAC

(a) Soyabeans production in Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay: success
stories

(b) Supporting agricultural growth through research: The case of Brazil

(c) Supporting agricultural growth through credit and marketing in Mexico

(d) What can be done in rainfed areas: Mexico

(e) Rural development projects in Colombia: lessons of experienc'e

(f) Narcotics production: its disincentive effects on other agricultural
activities (Colombia)

(g) Beef husbandry in Uruguay: The negative impact of inappropriate
policies

(h) The land frontier in Brazil: potentials and problems (roles of
public and private sectors).



WORLD bA-iNK / IN ERNATIONAL FINANCSk CORPORA lUN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution DATE: December 14, 1981

FROM: Parvez Hasan, Chief Economist (AENVP)

SUBJECT: World Development Report

As you know, the role and potential for agriculture is the main theme of
the World Development Report V. The core team has approached us with a
request for support in three different ways:

First, to have an opportunity to discuss country experiences
and to have access to regional source material;

Second, to get ideas and, if possible, drafts for "boxes" --
self-contained mini-essays on specific topics or experierences
of a final size of about one page each -- which can be inserted
throughout the WDR to give it a little more real-life flavor.
The WDR staff is apparently preparing a list of model-issues
which should give an idea as to what kind of issues they are
after; it will be distributed as soon as it is received.

Third, the WDR team is looking for volunteers to write "country
overview" papers (see the attached outline). To be of use, a
very first draft should be available by end-January, and the
final draft about a month later; the final version of the papers
could be published in a World Bank Staff Working Papers.

I would be grateful if you could bring the matter to the attention of your
staff who might have something to contribute. If, there are any suggestions,
or questions, please call Mr. Schrenk (72101) or Ms. Dale Hill (48361) who
serve as the WDR liaison for the Region.

Attachment

cc: Bussink, Hawkins (AEADR); Baldwin (AEPDR); AEA Division Chiefs;
AEP Division Chiefs

PHasan:mtd



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Regional Chief Economists

TO: Assistant Directors, AGR DATE: December 4, 1981

FROM: E. Bevan Waide, VPD v,

SUBJECT: Request for assistance for WDR V

I have received the attached memorandum from David
Turnham, with which I fully agree. Since time is short, I

would like to move as soon as possible to discviss the con-
tributions that could be made. To this end, I hope it
will be convenient for you to meet with myself and members
of the Core Team on Thursday, December 10, at 2.30 p.m., in

Room 18 218. David Turnham's memorandum would be the agenda.
I understand the subject is also being discussed at Mr.
Yudelman's lunch for Assistant Directors on Wednesday, Dec.
9.

Attachment/-

cc. Mr. Yudelman (AGR); Mr. Turnham o/r (WDR); Mr. Ljung (WDR).

EBWaide/ko



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. Montague Yudelman and Bevan Waide DATE: December 4, 1981

FROM: David

SUBJECT: Regional Assistance for the WDR

1. We spoke about this yesterday. As you know, I have made
some effort to get strong support from the regions via secondment of
experienced project/sector staff to the Core Team. Messrs. Ljung, Jones,
and Redfern are on board and Kevin Cleaver is working part time for us.
They and I think that we should try to tap the regions' experience and
store of knowledge to the maximum possible extent, since this is the
Bank's special comparative advantage in doing such reports.

2. A chapter dealing with agricultural priorities and prospects from
a regional perspective is planned as part of the Report. There will also
be a discussion focussed on "lessons of experience" drawing out general
points and themes in sector policy and investment strategy for a chapter
that will develop a sources of growth analysis with respect to trends in
agriculture.

3. While the Core Team personnel will do most of the work, we would
like to get additional help on this in three ways. First, itwd..he
useful if the chief economists and as
known that WDR staff will seek guidance and assistance on regQnal1 Qaggrce
material that could be useful for the WDR, notably sector reports/memoranda,

special topic reports, and maybe any in-depth economic report discussions of

food and agriculture topics. Second we are soliciting case exalesnd

llusjtrations that might make interesting '"b~oxes." Each of the last two
WDRs have included about 30 boxes, of which 3 or 4 have involved aspects of

food and agricultural development. In keeping with the somewhat shorter
overall report length planned for this year, we would like to include 20-25

boxes, of which 15-20 might be on agricultural topics. I am attaching a

couple of illustrations of boxes from previous WDRs (Annex A). Some of the

more obvious possibilities for this year's report would be Lilongwe land

development, T & V extension, India's dairy cooperatives, Brazil's or the
Argentine's success in soybean development, Chinese rice research and seed
multiplication. Following initial discussion and selection, we would like
to encourage the regions either to draft such boxes themselves, or to
provide a 2-3 page note as drafting material.

4. Third, we would also like to encourage some more ambitious work,
involving the preparation of working papers. From our preliminary review,

it seems that much data and analysis relevant to a medium-long term
perspective of agricultural development is either very aggregative
(e.g., FAO's work) or academic, while the usually much richer bank file

material (mostly available at country level) is typically short run in
orientation. One type of working paper that could be very helpful is

therefore a 20-30 year performance overview for major agricultural

economiI,. An outlinc/ auggcstcd apprac rs shown as Annex "n. We would
emphasize that the intention is not original research and data gathering,

but rather the connecting of available file material into the framework of

. . ./2



a medium/long run perspective. The major agricultural economies for such
an exercise comprise India (Bangladesh, Pakistan); Indonesia, Korea

(Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia); Nigeria; Brazil, Mexico (Argentina,
Colombia); Turkey, Spain (Yugoslavia, Roumania, Egypt), where second
priority countries are shown in brackets; China is omitted since the first
economic report provides such a long-term perspective.

5. An alternative framework for working papers that would also be
of considerable interest is a comparative analysis, focused on two or three
countries, that would highlight the different approaches to agriculture
(policy and investment) and results in terms of performance. Kevin Cleaver,
working on a part-time basis, is completing a comparative anaysis of
Algeria-Morocco-Tunisia. He estimates that a 15-20 page paper of this type
should take two to three weeks of staff time. For a single country
review, my expectation is that a first rough draft might take two weeks

(less if most of the material is already gathered in one report).

6. Written contributions (boxes and working papers) would need to
be available in rough draft by end-January as inputs for the WDR drafting
process.

7. I imagine that the regional response will be influenced by staff
interest as well as their availability to undertake such work. As regards
staff interest, we expect that such notes and papers, after serving as an

input for the WDR itself, would be revised for publication as Bank Staff
Working Papers, giving the usual recognition to their authors. Naturally,
the Regions would be given full opportunity to review and comment upon the
products of this joint exercise.

cc: WDR Core Team

DTurnham/jf



ANNEX A

be done to increase the supplies Latin America. Despite consider- to make much of a contribution
of the kinds of energy that are able geothermal potential in up to over the next 10 years; shale oil
particularly important for poor 30 developing countries-among and methanol have rather more
people, them Kenya, Mexico, El Salvador, potential. Alcohol produced from

• Petroleum and natural gas. Nicaragua and the Philippines- biomass (cereals, sugarcane, beets
While the oil-importing developing geothermal capacity will produce and so on) is now used as a partial
countries have only about 2 percent relatively little electricity in the substitute for gasoline. The tech-
of the world's proven oil reserves, 1980s. But nuclear power could nology for producing it is well
their share of ultimately recover- produce 11 percent of the total by established. A key question is the
able oil reserves may be 15 percent. 1990 (2 percent in 1980)-mainly extent to which agricultural land
One study (undertaken for the in the major existing producers should Li diverted from food to
World Bank) estimated that 23 of (Argentina, Brazil, India, South fuel production (see box).
70 countries surveyed each might Korea and Pakistan). but in other * Energy for the poor. The poor,
have ultimately recoverable re- countries as well (for example, especially those in rural areas, rely
serves of at least 750 million bar- Romania, Thailand, Yugoslavia and on noncommercial energy for
rels. (For comparison, net imports the Philippines). cooking and heating; these forms
of oil for energy use by develop- o Other sources. Any significant of energy provide more than 85
ing countries will amount to about increase in the production of oil percent of rural requirements in
110 million barrels in 1980.) To from tar sands in developing coun- many countries. Yet their supplies
realize their full potential, most tries depends on a major tech- are dwindling, thus inflicting sev-
countries must step up exploration nological breakthrough. Solar and eral sorts of hardship. Much time
activities; the same study judged windpower are also unlikely is spent just in gathering fuel (for
that exploration was' inadequate
in 51 of 58 countries that were
not producers.

Gas is widely spread; many Fuel from food
countries can significantly expand Alcohol produced from sugarcane or or have the potential for large "gasohol"
production-both for domestic grains is becoming competitive with programs.

energy use and for petrochemicals gasoline as real petroleum prices rise. This development could indirectly

-during the decade. A lot of gas Conventional automobiles and trucks affect the availability and price of food

associated with oil production is can run on "gasohol," a mixture of alco- for developing countries that either im-
hol and (at least 80 percent) gasoline, port grain on commercial terms or depend

now wasted by venting or flaring; With engine modifications, they could on international food aid to meet their
much of it could be recovered. run on pure alcohol; such engines are deficits. Current plans in Brazil and the

a Coal. For most developing already being produced in Brazil. By United States envisage that the area of

countries, coal is still a minor fuel 1977 the estimated national ratio of alco- cultivated land would be expanded to

used mainly in electricity genera- hol to gasoline use in Brazil was 4.3 per- grow fuel crops, so that food production

cent; in 1979 it had risen to 19 percent, (and therefore price) is not significantly
tion and-in larger coal producers and will rise further as more cars run on affected. In practice these goals may not
(such as India, Turkey, South Korea pure alcohol. be fully achievable.
and Yugoslavia)-in industrial ap- Brazil's alcohol is still derived almost Whether ethanol proves economic in

plications. Coal can substitute for exclusively from sugarcane, but alcohol other countries will depend on land

oil in electricity generation, but can be produced from a variety of crops. availability, markets and prices for food -
Ethanol, the cheapest alternative to gaso- exports, and the development of such

the potential for increased use is line in the 1980s, comes from fermenting alternative sources as wood, sorghum

limited largely to new capacity- sugar crops, principally sugarcane; root and agricultural waste. In the next five

since converting existing plants is crops, mainly cassava; and cereals, years or so, the quantity of agricultural

often uneconomic. especially corn and potentially sorghum. production diverted into alcohol is likely

v Primary electricity. Two-thirds The United States also has ambitious to be small (with the exception of Brazil

plans for producing alcohol fuel, pri- and the United States). But as more
of the electricity generated in devel- marily from corn. The US target of 2 countries consider ways of reducing
oping countries is used in industry billion gallons of ethanol by 1985 would petroleum import costs, the "food or

(compared with 40 percent in the ccquire o20 nillion- tons of con or Ilts fuel" i6ue may beumue more serious,

industrialized countries). Hydro- equivalent, one fifth of the current US A satisfactory solution will require a

- power, currently accounting for exportable grain surplus. And other food major effort to develop alternative bio-

.of electricit Output, can exporters (including Argentina, Austra- mass sources of energy, including crops
44 percent lia, New Zealand, the p'hilippines and that can be grown economically on

be greatly expanded in many devel- South Africa) either have already launched marginal land.

oping countries-particularly in



income and people have been
reduced to only one cooked meal a Trees for people: a participatory solution
day. In poor areas of Nepal and
day.tI pr areag pattepal hand In 1971 the South Korean government comparatively quick returns. SeedlingsHaiti, cropping patterns have introduced a reforestation program under - were distributed free; new and versatile
even changed in favor of foods the driving force of the Saemacul u dong species, such as leucaena and eucalyptus
that require less cooking. [New Communityl movement. The pro- were introduced. With modern cultiva-

As wood becomes scarce, peo- gram involved a campaign of public edu- tion, they yield 5 to 15 times more than
pe' burn more dung and crop cation to encourage tree-growing and traditional trees, and can often grow onwastes, which would be better conservation, provision of free seedlings, land not suitable for other crops.

a scheme for plantations in every village, The program has had considerable suc-used as fertilizers. As a result, greater support for the Forest Depart. cess in encouraging individual farmers to
yields fall, so creating pressure to ment, a new forest law, and enforcement plant trees. In 1980, 50 million seedlings
bring more land under cultivation. of the ban on leaf-raking and removing were distributed, but that failed to satisfy
But when trees and other vegeta- undergrowth in forests. demand. However, efforts to accelerate
tn aren removend, ther vge t By the time World Bank assistance was planting on village common land havetion are removed, the soil i sought for the program's expansion in notfared so well. They have run into diffi-eroded and river beds and canals 1976, nearly 40,000 hectares of trees were culties over the availability of land; rela-

silt up. Finally, deforestation being planted each year. That success was tively few Panchayats (village councils) in
reduces the earth's capacity to in large measure due to the involvement Gujarat have enough common land to use
absorb the extra carbon dioxide of villagers. Although the program was for trees without affecting villagers' otherausorbed by tra b rnin f ioxue. implemented by governmental agencies, needs. Moreover, Panchayats sometimescaused by burning fossil fuels. theirrmainrolewastoprovidemoneyand decide to establish community lotsThis can raise global temperatures technical advice. By linking with village without consulting other villagers, and
and affect the weather. and district committees, they developed the wood is often sold to meet other

The gravity of the fuelwood cri- plans in accordance with village pri- village needs rather than directly used by
sis can therefore hardly be over- orities. the villagers. Regardless of government

In Gujarat, India, the Forest Depart- commitment, social forestry will succeed
tat. tment's program of reforestation included only where local people are consultedways: a publicity campaign that showed vil- and participate.
0 Planting more trees. The use lagers that. trees could be grown with

of modern agricultural methods
and new species of trees is a rela-
tively new phenomenon in many does little to satisfy immediate buy a "cheap" stove. Charcoal is
parts of the world. Experience has wood needs, it is often difficult to typically produced by felling live
shown, however, that "tree farm- enlist the cooperation of farmers trees and burning them on the
ing" is feasible and profitable and landless laborers, especially if spot in sand-covered pits. It
in a variety of circumstances. But they are not assured of their rights would be much more efficient to
progress in creating additional to the mature trees. People cannot burn the wood in kilns, but high
wood resources has been slow. To be forced to grow trees. They must costs and poorly adapted tech-
meet likely fuelwood demand in believe that it will meet their nologies have so far prevented
developing countries without needs, as examples of South Korea that from happening.
further damage to forests would and the Indian state of Gujarat *Substituting other energy for
require an estimated 20 million to demonstrate (see box). traditional fuels. This has been
25 million hectares of forests to be @ Improving the efficiency of made much more difficult by the
planted during the next 20 years. energy use. If people use tradi- sharp price increases for commer-
At present rates of planting, only tional stoves, 90 percent of heat cial fuels over the past eight years.
one-tenth of that target will be met. may be wasted while open fires The prices that would enable poor

Reforestation mainly involves use five times as much energy as families to use even minimal
land, labor and time. Rural people kerosene stoves. Small improve- amounts of commercial energy are
themselves therefore have the ments in chimney and stove much lower than the prices re-
potential to do the job, and rela- design could double the useful quired for economic efficiency.
tively cheaply. Designing forestry energy obtained from fuelwood, Nonetheless, many governments
projects to achieve this potential, but they have been made only have subsidized fuels such as
however, presents special prob- slowly. Designs and operating kerosene and diesel, typically
lems. Forests compete with land methods have not always taken used by poor consumers.
for food crops or grazing, so that local conditions and tastes into While this may be a useful inter-
wooded areas have to be carefully account, and poor families often im solution for the poor, it creates
selected. Moreover, since planting cannot afford the $3 to $5 it costs to many additional problems. It has



ANNEX B

Country Overview of Agricultural Performance

1. -The main focus of interest is the agricultural-development track
record over the last 20 to 30 years, with achievements related to a framework
of objectives, as set by economy-wide considerations.

2. Starting from a production perspective, data describing trends in
agricultural output and major sub-categories of output (food crops, industrial
crops, livestock, fisheries, forestry, etc.) could be interpreted by reference
to available broad indicators and data relating to major inputs -- i.e., land
availability and use, labor supply, plus direct and indirect investments i.e.,
irrigation and other land development, communication and marketing,
infrastructure, industrial inputs (agro-chemicals, mechanization, power),
services and technology. Working from this input-output framework
(quantitative in varying degrees, depending on data availability), the analyst
"ould attempt some characterization of the growth process and identify major
hases -- such as growth flowing initially from land/labor supply expansion,

perhaps followed by intensification based on irrigation/greater use of agro
chemicals, the latter possibly reflecting a development of potentials via new
research applications. Growth may also reflect a changing composition of
outputs, for example, with leading sub-sectors exploiting new market
orientations (domestic and/or export markets) related to such economy-wide
factors as urbanization/growth of the non-farm population.

3. Characterizing the efficiency of the growth process involves

additional considerations -- principally the policy framework and sector
management: have potentials gone unrealized for want of. adeq'uate farmer
incentives? Have critical bottlenecks emerged or persisted by reason of poor
investment planning? Are investments well designed and maintained? Do
agricultural services, marketing arrangements, etc., function effectively? Do
agrarian structures/land ownership and tenancy pose significant production
roblems? Do investments and incentives reflect comparative advantage and

.esource endowments? What are the 'lessons of experience', and what are the
policy priorities that we are emphasizing in our policy dialogue on
agriculture?

4. To address these questions involves a balancing of the supply
conditions and potentials with economy-wide objectives and conditions as these
affect agriculture. At one extreme, a newly industrialized, relatively

advanced country may be pulling labor out of agriculture and financing
progressively higher levels of agricultural imports via expanding trade in

manufactures (e.g., Taiwan). Low growth in agriculture (but coupled with

rapid growth of agricultural labor productivity and earnings) may thus reflect

an appropriate strategy and policy. But for most countries, low growth in
agriculture (absolutely or in relation to non-agricultural growth), coupled
with a declining trade surplus/increasing deficits in agricultural
commodities, will usually constitute evidence of problems in agricultural
development. Moreover, depending partly on the weight of agriculture in the

whole economy, low growth in agriculture will frequently depress growth*
potentials inother sectors, in effect thereforc, scrving to depress the whole
economy.



5. Two additional questions and associated indicators will merit

attention in most countries. First, evidence of trends in food per capita
availability and the degree of self-sufficiency in foods. The latter may be

indicated by the domestically supplied or financed (via agricultural exports)

proportion in overall availability. Second, indications of trends in

standards of living among the farm or farm related (rural) population, in

particular taking into account various problem situations. For example, it is

common that some sections of the rural community benefit from agricultural

development to a much greater extent than other sections. The reasons may be

marked regional disparity in development (technology and markets) or, perhaps,
because increasing labor supplies in the face of given agrarian structures

have skewed benefits towards land and capital. Similarly, a growing disparity

between agricultural incomes in general and non-agricultural incomes may be a
particular source of concern. It would be helpful if the analyst could

briefly describe and comment upon any specific policies and program that have

been addressed to these problems.

6. Finally, using the materials already available (past and ongoing

work), the paper could conclude with a discussion of agricultural prospects
(probably up to the 1990s) and major uncertainties as these relate to the

policies, investment programs, considerations of technology and other

issues.

ii -K / )-



W~OrLD OBANK / UfT ¶FNri.IInAt r:Auc(E CORPORAl!ON7'~ , ~~~~-

OFFi MEMORANDUM1!0
C)v 1 C 7 L IP\B L

-O: Chief Economi sts 
December 1, 1

FROM: 1ie CD Pugnes KIDDR

Coutry2conomic Pro ecions for InT V

. . r~' fO r >3 yO V ; 11 he on the( role and potentia0l of
The primanY focus Of WDRVwlheo l ptciiIf

agri cu I e infl 6eve o1U2i The global analysis and mrc onomic country

analysis Nill occupy V much smaller port ion of the report t:han was the case

lost yycar

As distinct from last year, L D 11 have the primary responsibility

Icor drfing the 1lobal analaysis seet on u obcti will be to provide a

clear an! concise presentation of the c 0 .ucs izing thevolopir couai s

in roe 8 ra t of th' eff' i .atde tzi g th riohsn e

data last yearthis yeanr we will only nee(, to upcitC n 2 data ad revs lc a

bane YCD tOa70 or 1980 as the data permi Tns ill h ole to plheu a
base ye213 ( C to21' ons in021 de a.lng ii th s ~ ee.

smarller b n th ("I) ourselves ana n t J w!

country and regional data.

Wth regard to our coun'try rj os e pan to updat e the

pojections to 1990 YoN last Iscr. We 3 2will advance tb base year (12os 1'

to jecton the projection model. Me-e I- ave 1980O data, such as the

naional accounts tiS Will It included in th e pr ujct'. ae pill ret

1978 as a bse year, and mate e tl naein structural wille

assure 1 12, indiI v(dual cointJry adeiocils, inco tne bsse s,9 o will be

thelr aare n agreed wi th country datait in m 1ases, we re0 rt thea

Lhere to by' sigficnt i ssues arising over the base year dat We regret 

there oo bw it - prices but that- is necessary for consistency

inlconlven ence0 of s nowing'i- s CO, i--'

with the g I'loal frartcwork.

I. will use the sameC py1 ectii undeJ. as 3ast-year with minor

iodificrtions to make the out pu' more consistent. 121t mo de is Ic(ibe in

ny memo of August 29, 1980 introducing year's c exercise.

LpD staff is currenly gathering the revised data to update the

mdsto t now Me year. We will 2lso introduco the most recent-

. 1mstor tbnut prces ard 1 '' ' spreads, but othurwise we will Mke

assu mp sbstabti criges as psible from the runs that were Pade last

year. We will circulat.e ccpies a thes lii . i .lal projectis to you and your

staff and cacry out discussions between ccuntry eccnomi ns and dA. suasi in,

was done last ea. - e expect to he arble to begin 1avig thse discussions in

wasnary and Wil no.ify you lan 0'.arce so that we can set up an a reeable time

Even more than last year we are concerned with the lonc r term

performance of individual coun . . . in thwo guld10 colike'nt , nnt with the f

ined at proocti~on-, fr the next year cr two. 'hus we would like to focus

our discussion on the ou3ook for 1985 in particular 1990, given our global-



assumptions about the external environment; We will continue to int erpret [he

projections as most likely or reasonable out comes, but want to focus more on

the specific policy assumptions underlying the projections. They should not

be a continuation of present trends or a best or worst case scenario.

cc: EPD Front Offce and Division Chiefs

Si.or Economists

lllughes:JDShilling:rcs



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mahb ul Haq, Director PPR DATE: November 24, 1981

FROM: Francis Gigch, Assistant Director WAP

SUBJECT: WDR IV D ssemination and Discussion

As requested in your memorandum of November 12, please
find attached the list of the two principal participants and one

alternate for each session designated by the West Africa Projects
Department.

cc Messrs. Ridwan Ali )
Uardyal Singh )
Paul Ballard )

Ms. Frida Johansen )
Messrs. Michael Bequery ) with copy of Mr. ul Haq's memorandum of

Peter Ludwig ) November 12 and 16.
Jochen Schmedtje )
Joseph Gilling )
Nico Pijl )

Attachment

OY:mc



WAP Particip'ants

Date Special Focus Principals Alternate

Tuesday, December 1 Structural Adjustment Mr.. R. Ali (WAPA 4) Mr. N. Pijl
Mr. H. Singh (WAPUR)

Friday, December 4 Trade Mr. P. Ballard (WAPID) Mr. N. Pijl
Ms. F. Johansen (WAPTl)

Monday, December 14 Capital Flows Mr. M. Bequery (WAPID) Mr. N. Pijl
Mr. P. Ludwig (WAPT2)

Wednesday, December 16 Energy Mr. J. Schmedtje (WAPEG) Mr. N. Pijl

Mr. J. Gilling (WAPEG)



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution Below DATE: November 12, 1981

FROM: Mahbub ul Haq, Director, PPR(f'

SUBJECT: WDR IV: Dissemination and Discussion

1. It has become evident from our discussions with regional staff
that the contents of the World Development Report are often better known
outside than inside the Bank. To improve dissemination of the ideas
contained in WDR IV, and to provide a productive forum for the exchange
of ideas, we are proposing, in consultation with Mr. Chenery, to hold
four two-hour seminars to which regional staff will be invited to discuss
the analysis and conclusions that emerge from the report. For each seminar
each regional programs director is invited to nominate three K to M level
staff members and each projects director two staff members to attend.
CPS (Mr. van der Teivitd 6 0'iiineharee to attend ach session.
Senior staff would also be welcome. Thus the total attendance will be
approximately forty-five which is regarded as the maximum for this type
of seminar.

2. The format proposed would comprise an introductory presentation
of 15 minutes made by a senior DPS staff member, followed by three of
the regional participants who would be asked to present a ten minute
critique or commentary on different aspects-of the report. These
discussants will be identified well before the seminar so that they have
ample opportunity to prepare their presentations, which should be designed
to provoke an interesting debate.

3. Recognizing that it is impossible to cover the whole of WDR IV
in depth in a two-hour seminar, each session will have-a different focus
and half of the seminar will concentrate on a specific topic as indicated
below. The remainder will pick out selected highlights from the rest of
the report. The seminars will be held from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Room
16-205. The dates proposed for the seminars are the following:

Date Special Focus DPS Lead Discussant

Tuesday, December 1 Capital Flows Helen Hughes

Friday, December 4 Trade Helen Hughes

Thursday, December 10 Structural Adjustment Hollis Chenery

Wednesday, December 16 Energy Hollis Chenery

4. If this series proves successful and popular, we would mount
another series in January. I would-be grateful if yoacwould let-me have
a list of the participants designated 1y you by c.o.b. November_25. Please
risu-fe't-ia-t i yhy an ce designated-part'iiliant'ii'able to attend an
alternate should take.his place.

DISTRIBUTION: Regional Programs Directors cc: Messrs. Stern, Baum, Chenery
Regional Projects Directors Regional Vice Presidents
Mr. van der Tak DPS Directors

CPS Directors
Regional Chief and

Senior Economists



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: DISTRIBUTION BELOW 

DATE: November 16, 1981

FROM: Mahbub ul Haq, Director, PPR%4L'

SUBJECT: WDR IV: Dissemination and Discussion

Further to my memo of November 12, 1981, 
please note that

the schedule of seminars has been revised 
as follows:

Date Special Focus DPS Lead Discussant

Tuesday, December 1 Structural Adjustment Hollis Chenery

Friday, December 4 Trade Helen Hughes

Monday, December 14 Capital Flows Helen Hughes

Wednesday, December 16 Energy Hollis Chenery

The time and place of the seminars (2:30 
to 4:30 p.m., Room 16-205)

remain the same.

I r

DISTRIBUTION: Regional Programs Directors

Regional Projects Directors

Mr. van der Tak

cc: Messrs. Stern, Baum, Chenery, Waide

Regional Vice Presidents

DPS Directors
CPS Directors

Regional Chief and Senior Economists



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: WDR Files DATE: November 5, 1981

FROM: Bob Liebal

SUBJECT: WDR IV Background Paper: Adjustment in Low-Income Africa

I have amended the draft of this paper circulated on September 17
in the light of memo'randa (attached) from John Hansen and Johan de Leede and
verbal or marked-up comments form Mark Baird (on Tanzania), Oktay Yenal, and
Peter Wright. David Greene has cleared the Kenya section.

Regarding John Hansen's suggestion that I change Table 3 on page 10
(which shows comparative data on the terms of trade, GDP growth, and current
account deficits) for consistency with the national data on Sudan, I face the
problem that similar inconsistencies arise for other countries (though not so
strikingly as the one for Sudan) and could only be "consistently" corrected
after an exhaustive and lengthy review of the EPD data. Having checked that
the EPD data do produce the rather low ratio of current account balance to
GDP shown in Table 3, it seemed the best expedient was to amplify the footnote
to that table drawing attention to the discrepancy. I have also underlined
the data problem further by adding some language to the preface. John Hansen
having been away on mission, I discussed this with Bob Armstrong, who concurred.

The attached memorandum from Johan de Leede has cleared the paper
for West Africa. Oktay Yenal, acting for Ravi Gulhati, has cleared it for
East Africa. It now goes to Jim McEuen for final editing.

cc (with attachments): Messrs. de Azcarate, Gulhati, Wright;

cc (without attachments): Messrs. Armstrong, Baird, de Leede, Greene,
John Hansen, McEuen, Yenal.

BLiebenthal/jf



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert Liebenthal )AFE: October 29, 1981

FRM:l John R. Hansen, Senior Economist, EA2DB

SURJ CT WDR IV Background Paper: Adjustment in L w Income Africa

1. You asked for my clearance of this paper for issue as a
Bank Staff working paper.

2. I have reviewed the paper, giving particular attention to
those parts dealing specifically with the Sudan. The paper is very
interesting and should make a useful contribution to the literature
on African problems.

3. I have made marginal notes on a few minor points that you
might want to clear up in the final version. The only point of any
real substance has to do with the figures on current account deficit
as a percent of GDP. Table 3 on page 10 presents comparative data
for all of low and middle income Africa. The figures for Sudan in
this table are sharply in disagreement with those on page 47, where
similar data are presented as part of the Sudan case study. Those on
page 10 are less than half of the correct values and, as such, give a
very misleading picture of Sudan in comparison to other African
countries. Thus, I would request that they be changed.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Burmester, Armstrong

JRH/lds



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert B. Liebenthal, EAl DATE: October 15, 1981

FROM: J. de I , WA2

SUBJECT: Clearance of Your Paper "Adjustment in Low-income Africa"

1. Mr. de Azcarate has asked me to clear the chapter on Senegal
of the above paper. The chapter gives a very fine summary of economic
development in Senegal and I found that only on a few minor points was
the factual situation slightly different.

2. On page 39, 4th line from the bottom: because of free import
policy and considerable exceptional balance of payments aid, existing
import regulations have never been a problem to the Senegalese industry.
The low capacity utilization is mainly due to slow growth of domestic
demand and the impossibility to export.

3. On page 40, 10th line from the top: the years of bad and
mediocre crops are not well listed. Since the crop takes place in
December, influencing GDP in the following year, we usually indicate
these droughts in 1979/80, instead of calendar years.

3. Top of page 41 gives, in my view, too optimistic a picture.
Indeed, tourism developed quite quickly, a sugar plantation was started,
cotton was pushed with some success, and the large-scale irrigation
project was started, although it has to be rehabilitated three years
after its completion, however, small-scale irrigation developed quite
well. Except for tourism, these projects were financed with private
money (sugar) or concessionary aid (cotton and irrigation). Budget
funds went largely to agricultural price increases, infrastructure
projects and state participations. It is, of course, not possible to
distinguish between what was financed from the increased budgetary
savings and what from Eurodollar borrowing by the treasury.

4. On page 41, line 12: most commercial debt was incurred between
1977 and 1978 when the Government tried to maintain a high level of in-
vestments in spite of reduced budgetary savings.

5. On page 44, line 14: the need for a more open trade policy was
not the problem, it was the high cost level of domestic production that
created the bottlenecks.

cc: Mr. de Azcarate

JdeLeede: el
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FROM: Vice President and Secretary October 5, 1981

NOTICE OF SEMINAR

Outline of World Development Report, 1982

Attached is a draft Outline of World Development Report, 1982.

This draft will be discussed at a seminar of the Executive Directors to

be held on Tuesday, October 20, 1981 at 3:00 p.m. in the Board Room,

under the Chairmanship of Mr. Chenery, Vice President, Development Policy.

Questions on this draft may be addressed to Mr. David Turnham

(extension 48364).

Distribu.tion..

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice Presidents
President's Coincil
Vice Presidents, I7C
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

WORLD DEV!:LOPMENT REPORT 7

Draft Outline of Main Themes

I. Introduction

1. The fifth World Development Report, to be issued in August

1982, intends to cover two groups of subjects. First, the Report will

extend and update the discussion of global prospects and international

issues contained in previous WDRs: second, it will examine the role of

food and agriculture in development and poverty reduction, and assess ways

of sustaining high growth in agriculture itself. About two-thirds of the

approximately eighty-five pages of the Report will be devoted to the

second set of topics. The World Development Indicators will also be

updated and annexed.

2. The selection of topics reflects the judgement that progress in

food and agricultural production will require sustained emphasis in the

1980's, for low and middle income countries alike. Population will continue

to grow rapidly (in Africa especially), and low income countries' prospects

for real export growth (and concessional food aid) are not favorable. The

worldwide demand for grains (both for food and for animal feed) from oil

exporters, Eastern Europe, middle income countries and China is rising at a

time when supply trends especially in North America may be less favorable

than in the 1970's; real prices for traded grain, and the energy component

of production costs, are expected to increase. Among all but a handful of

middle income countries, agriculture's contribution to employment and

output will remain very large; most non-oil exporters depend heavily on

primary commodities for export earnings; and domestic food and nonfood

This document has a restricted distribution and may be used by recipients only in the performance oftheir official duties. Its contents may not .otherwise be disclosed without World Bank authorization.
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demands are expanding rapidly. The sustained improvements in technologies,

institutions, management and policies necessary to provide agricultural

growth will continue to require international support. This is a field

which has been prominent in the Bank's operations over the past decade,

and the topic provides an opportunity to take stock of the lessons that

can be derived from experience.

II. Development Prospects and Issues

3. The Report will update the extensive discussion of medium-

and longer-term prospects for developing countries contained in WDR IV.

The impact of higher interest rates and currency fluctuations on debt

servicing, current account balances, and financial institutions will be an

important topic; the sensitivity of the longer-term projections to various

assumptions about interest rates, capital flows, and the possibility that

energy prices may rise at a lower rate than hitherto expected, will

be investigated, as will the impact of persistent worldwide inflation on

growth.

4. The Report will distinguish between external and internal factors

affecting performance. Among the former, trends in trade patterns and,

especially, in protectionism will be updated and the importance of sus-

tained aid flows to the low income countries will be emphasized. Among

the latter, the Report will examine the effect of the shift of resources

towards energy production and conservation on other sectors. The adjust-

ment process apart, one aim will be to bring out some of the factors

which have been shown to benefit growth performance in the longer run,

such as technology transfer and human resource development.
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III. Food, Agriculture and Development

5. Reviews of experience with growth, structural change and poverty

alleviation over the past 30 years show that those developing countries

which have achieved a sustained, relatively rapid, growth of food and

agricultural production have done relatively well overall. This is

particularly clear in the turbulent period of the 1970s. The reasons

include agriculture's direct contribution to growth (very important in the

low income countries, where agriculture's share in total output is large);

agriculture's contribution to trade (export earnings and import savings);

its role in providing food and wage goods at decreasing real costs, which

sustains industrial and urban development; and, sometimes, net savings for

the economy at large.

6. The issues of poverty, employment and access to food continue to

be of critical importance in most countries. Population growth is declining

in some, but labor force growth (reflecting the births of 15 to 20 years

ago) will continue to expand rapidly almost everywhere. Historically, the

agriculture sector has carried much of the burden of absorbing the labor

force and providing earnings and income for the poor. The underlying

problems, namely, deteriorating man-land ratios, unequal access to land and

other resources and tenure conditions, which have led to the increasing

number of poor, are well-known. Experience shows that rapid growth of

agricultural production can help in three ways: greater employment oppor-

tunities and, especially for small farmers, improved incomes; diversification

of the rural economy with development of off-farm employment and enterprise;

and, via enhanced overall growth prospects, new urban employment in industry
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and services. In the foreseeable future, though, with precarious jobs and

incomes, the poor sometimes cannot obtain adequate food (even if supplies

are abundant) without some form of public support, e.g. a nutrition program.

Such programs can have high returns as well as providing food security,

but if not well designed they can also involve high budgetary costs and

diversion of resources from investment.

7. These subjects will be analyzed using growth scenarios for appro-

priate country groups, and lessons derived from cross-country, regional and

historical experience. Examples of specific topics for discussion and

analysis include:

(a) Trade in grains and vulnerability to food crises.

[How likely is a repeat of the 1973/74 experience?
Which countries are particularly vulnerable to chronic food
scarcity, given the track record of domestic supply and
foreign exchange availability to pay for increased imports?
How is the character of the grain trade changing? What if
short run supply deficits affect several major producers
simultaneously?]

(b) Food agriculture and urbanization.

[As population and sources of per capita income growth
are more concentrated in urban centers, how rapidly do
various types of food and agricultural demands increase?
How large are incremental requirements relative to import
possibilities? What is implied for domestic marketed
agricultural output and labor productivity in agriculture?]

(c) Domestic and international market conditions and prospects
for the products of non-food agriculture.

[Markets are relatively open for many of these commodi-
ties but demand prospects are affected by growth and techno-
logical change (industrial substitutes and/or new industrial

uses). How do changing technological innovations and energy
supply and costs affect these prospects? What is the role
of agriculture as a supplier of energy and of agricultural
inputs into industry and in meeting non-food demands?]
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(d) Employment and Poverty.

[Most poor people are agricultural workers or in farm
households. Historically, the movement of people out of
agriculture has been very important in dealing with poverty;
some middle income countries (Spain, Greece, Yugoslavia,
Korea, etc.) also show rapid declines recently in the share
of agriculture in total labor force. What are the pre-
conditions? How relevant is this experience to other middle
income countries (Brazil, Mexico, Thailand, etc.)? How much
is due to urbanization and how much to local (rural) diver-
sification of employment structures? How relevant is this
latter type of change to low income countries? What can be
done to promote it? What is the role of international
migration?]

IV. Potential for Future Development of Agriculture

8. Food and agricultural development depends on a continuing stream.

of innovations that permit production growth on the basis of higher yields

and labor productivity. There is now little new arable land, historically

the leading factor in production increases. Nevertheless, remarkable

increases in production and productivity have been achieved, based mainly

on science-led innovation (crop varieties and seeds, livestock technology,

etc.), investments in water control and increased availability (drainage

and irrigation) and greater use of industrial inputs (agro-chemicals,

machinery). Such innovations have also had a big influence on agriculture

in developed countries e.g. grain production in the U.S.; but their application

to densely populated, low income environments, especially the major flood

plains and river basins of South and East Asia has been especially timely

and important.

9. A rapidly advancing research frontier promises to provide the

basis for increases in productivity in agriculture over the next 20 to 30

years, though with qualifications about the reliance on fossil fuels and

other minerals, increasingly severe environmental hazards in some areas,
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and perhaps increasing polarization between high and low potential areas.

These questions require discussion of technology policy and research

strategy with an emphasis on the interplay between technology and

development.

10. The experience of the Bank and other donors in supporting a

massively expanded program of assistance to agriculture can be extensively

used in a discussion of entrepreneurial and institutional response and

sector policy, together with findings from other research and policy

literature. Perhaps the major lesson of experience is that where the

right blend of adequate farmer incentives, market access, proven technology,

and effective institutional support (credit, extension service, marketing

and input supply) is present, agricultural investment can yield quick

pay-off, high returns and a relatively equitable spread of benefits (the

latter also influenced by land holding structures and patterns). Indeed,

investment requirements as such may be relatively limited or furnished

by the farmer-entrepreneur himself in many instances. If one or more among

the critical elements is deficient or missing, the risks of failure increase.

The combination of several adverse factors poses special problems in

Sub-Saharan Africa. There is considerable potential for improved perform-

ance in many countries.

11. The possible (and in practice, widely varying) roles of the

public and private sectors would be discussed in relation to these critical

factors. For example, the results of public sector involvement in marketing

and input supply, and in the provision of credit, would be reviewed.

Similarly, to the extent that data and research allow, we will examine
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the role of the private sector, including international agribusiness

investment. Some generalizations should emerge on what the public sector

must do in most situations; what it can do in situations where private

initiative and investment is not likely to be forthcoming or where there

are special problems, e.g., in assuring reasonable access to resources on

the part of small farmers and businesses; and what, on the basis of

experience, is usually best left to private entrepreneurs.

12. Examples of specific issues for discussion include:

(a) Technology and Research.

[Science-based innovation may now be moving more
rapidly than at earlier times, with the development of
a range of new techniques (genetic engineering, cloning,
tissue culture, etc.) supplementing conventional approaches.
Over what time span will these innovations become opera-
tional? How can the developing nations involve themselves
in this basic research? How can these new research path-
ways be exploited by them? What are the implications for
research funding, transfer of technology and technology
policy?]

(b) Rural Imbalance.

[Progressively strengthened national and international
market links between a productive, technologically dynamic,
but spatially confined agricultural subsector and a burgeoning
urban/industrial subsector, often contrast with low growth
and usually resource poor hinterlands elsewhere (e.g.,
India, China, Brazil, Mexico). How important, and how
avoidable, are growing productivity and income gaps between
high growth areas and the balance of the rural economy
likely to be for strategy in the 1980s?]

(c) Agriculture and Energy Use.

[The average direct and indirect inputs of energy into
agriculture are not large in developing countries. But
requirements at the margin, for incremental production, may
be much larger. What are the relationships? How does the
situation compare across different countries and crops?
What is the scope for energy savings in agriculture?
What has been the response to higher energy prices?]
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(d) Irrigation Development.

[Irrigation has been a major element in recent food

crop growth. The costs of new development are rising

sharply as are the maintenance needs of the completed

systems; on the other hand there seems considerable of

scope for improved water use involving management, improved

distribution and allocation. The Report would review the

experience, and implications for future development.]

(e) Small Farmer Development.

[Much effort has been to small farmer programs (rural

development), sometimes via multi-purpose, complex projects.

What has been the experience? What are the special problems?

How effective is donor support? How important are small

farmers in production prospects and in meeting market needs?

How do they compare in efficiency to large farmers?]

Conclusions

13. The conclusions and recommendations will concentrate on actions

required by the developing countries, donors, and the international

community. They might deal with: (i) priorities for international support,

e.g. for Sub-Saharan Africa and water resource development; (ii) aid

effectiveness; (iii) food aid and food security assistance; (iv) the role

of both developing country and multinational financial and agri-business

private activities; (v) support for high priority technology development

-- in which the international community is already involved via CGIAR and

other support of agricultural research; and (vi) issues in trade policy,

protection and commodity agreements relating to agriculture.

Development Policy Staff

October 1, 1981
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THE BANK'S POVERTY FOCUS

and

OUTLINE OF THE WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT, 1982

STAFF REVIEW - MINUTES

Attendance: Messrs. Waide (Chairman), Baldwin, Baneth, Blaxall, Chernick,
Christoffersen, Churchill, de Azcarate, Duloy, Geli, Goffin,
Gulhati, Habte, Haq, Hicks, Holsen, Kanagaratnam, Khalilzadeh-
Shirazi, Kharas, Kutcher, Landell-Mills, Lipton, Ozgediz,
Pfeffermann, Picciotto, Shakow, Stoutjesdijk, Turnham, van der Tak,
van Gigch, Vergin, Yudelman, Zaman and Burki (Secretary).

1. A staff review of two papers - "The Bank's Poverty Focus", prepared
by the Policy Planning and Program Review Department and "World Development
Report, 1982 - Outline", prepared by Mr. David Turnham - was held on September 8,
1981. The meeting was chaired by Mr. B. Waide.

The Bank's Poverty Focus

2. The Chairman introduced the first paper by noting that its purpose
is to outline a draft agenda for the work of a possible Task Force to be established
for taking stock of the Bank's rationale for its poverty focus, its practices in
poverty alleviation, and its accomplishments. In the light of this review, the
Task Force would identify the areas in which the Bank should emphasize, or review,
policy. Most of the speakers agreed that such a stock-taking would be important,
and was timely. One speaker proposed that the Task Force should function as a
loose steering group, guiding systematic work by a secretariat of one or two
persons. A second recommended that a few experts from outside should help and
possibly also serve on the Task Force. In response to these comments, it was
pointed out that although the final decisions on the modus operandi would be
arrived at by the Managing Committee, the Task Force idea seemed timely.

3. Most participants agreed that the poverty alleviation goal should not
be disputed, since the reasons for the Bank's focus in this area were accepted as
legitimate although they might need restatement in the light of experience. What
could usefully be reviewed are the strategies and tactics the Bank has used in
attaining this goal. In this connection, the Task Force could focus on the relative
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importance of the macro-economic environment surrounding poverty issues, the Bank's
country experience, and the effectiveness of its poverty-related policy dialogue
with the member countries. Although the Task Force will necessarily have to assess
the Bank's project experience in terms of poverty alleviation, some speakers felt
that such reviews are bound to be inconclusive at this stage because many of the
Bank's large poverty projects have yet to yield sufficient time-series data to
permit reliable and valid evaluation of their overall effects.

4. Several speakers warned that the Task Force should not claim to reach
definitive conclusions on many of the questions raised in the paper. Some questioned
the adequacy of the state-of-the-art, another expressed the concern that the
amount of staff time that could be devoted to this exercise under the Task Force
format would be much below the level required for adequate assessment of the rele-
vant issues. With respect to this latter point, it was pointed out that the Task
Force will most likely provide guidance to, and work with, a small drafting group
serving as its secretariat. Concluding the discussion, the Chairman requested that
the next draft of the paper should stress this point; qualify the Task Force's
prospects of reaching definitive answers; should put greater emphasis on the
review of the Bank's country experience; and should highlight the multiple-
audience issue, perhaps proposing a two-phase program - one to be done in-house
and the other to be undertaken later (perhaps then including some outside expertise)
for assessing the impact of Bank's work in the area of poverty.

World Development Report, 1982 - Outline

5. The discussion of the second paper started with the author's summary
of the structure of the WDR as it is presently planned. He indicated that the
Report would be divided into four parts, each dealing with the following:

- Part I - Global development prospects and issues
- Part il - Role of agriculture in development
- Part III - Realizing agriculture's potential
- Part IV - International issues and conclusions.

The bulk of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of alternative policy issues
ihich could serve as the main themes of the Report.

6. One speaker suggested that the Report should focus on a few key policy
questions and areas rather than concern itself exclusively with the role of agri-
culture in development. Issues such as the interface between production and con-
sumption (especially as it relates to increasing the productivity of the small farmer),
various international food security schemes, and effectiveness of aid in agri-
cultural development could be singled out for in-depth treatment, with illustra-
tive material coming from a number of country case studies. The implication of
this suggestion is to have a brief Part 11 and a detailed Part IV.

7. Most of the speakers felt that it would be useful to structure the
analysis of the document around a few policy themes. One theme which received
considerable support was technological potentials and development prospects in
agriculture. It was argued that such a theme could serve as an umbrella to bring
together a number of related questions such as the link between aid and technology
transfers, technology innovation, adoption and communication, making better use
of available technology, the effects of technological breakthrough in other sectors
on agriculture, and technical and institutional barriers to achieving the potential
in agriculture.
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8. Some speakers expressed caution that a focus on the technology
question may lead to an imbalance in the treatment of demand vs. supply issues
in favor of the supply side. In this context, there would be need to examine
the effects of technology on demand (and vice versa) and the problem of feeding
the cities in the light of rapid urbanization. Also, attention on regions or
individual countries may help balance the treatment of supply and demand.

9. Other comments made in the meeting included the following:

- An updated sector policy paper may be a better vehicle than the
WDR to cover issues such as food security and basic needs.

- The authors face a particularly difficult challenge in achieving
a balance between international issues and those that are
essentially domestic "Third World" issues.

- The indirect effects of agriculture -- agriculture supplying
wage goods at decreasing real cost to enable industrialization,
non-farm diversification, etc. -- should be stressed along with
its direct effects.

- The authors should not overlook the human dimension: the farmer
as the main character of the story.

- Link between technological choice and poverty alleviation should
not be lost sight of.

10. The Chairman closed the meeting by noting that another staff level
PRC meeting will be held shortly on potential topics for future WDRs.

Shahid Javed Burki
Secretary

Policy Review Committee

cc: Those Attending
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DRAFT
D. Turnham
Sept. 2, 1981

WDR V - Content and Structure

Introduction

A memorandum from Mr. Chenery to Mr. McNamara 1/ recommended
that agricultural development be the Part II theme for WDR V with Part I,
following the tradition established by previous WDRs, dealing with global
development issues and prospects. This approach was subsequently endorsed
as a basis for core team selection and initial preparation and is the
starting point for the draft outline now proposed.

The outline follows the WDR II multi-part tradition, rather than
the WDR III Part I/Part II approach. The current WDR (Number IV) is, in
effect, an extended discussion of Part I themes, including global growth
prospects, structural adjustment, energy, trade, external finance, etc.
This extensive treatment argues.for a relatively brief Part I analysis for
WDR V although a number of the major conclusions on trade, aid, etc.,
can usefully be repeated. It is proposed that a brief Part I be balanced
by a substantial Part II, also giving considerable emphasis to general
themes, but with specific reference to the role of agriculture, especially
of foodcrop agriculture. Agricultural development is of crucial importance
not only for growth prospects, but for poverty alleviation and better food
security; and a well managed agricultural strategy can help ease the
problems of structural adjustment that face many developing countries. The
argument would be illustrated with reference to recent country and histor-
ical experience; this paves the way for a similarly substantial Part III
about how agricultural growth can be sustained or improved (with reference
to the various performance criteria), taking into account technology change
and environment, institutions, investment and the related policies. This
part of the discussion would draw on the Bank's and other donors operational
experience in supporting agriculture (programs that have massively expanded
in recent years) and the network of cooperating agencies FAO, IFPRI, CGIAR
international research institutes, etc. As in earlier WDRs, the discussion
would try to generalize in a framework that allows for specific regional
and country characteristics. The Report would conclude with a discussion
of the international dimensions of food and agriculture with emphasis on
critical trade prospects and aid issues and selected "pressure points" of
priority-concern (food supply in Sub-Saharan Africa could be one example).

It is expected that the format used in WDRs III and IV would
be retained, including liberal use of "boxes". Previous WDRs (printed
version) vary from 68 to 119 pages, excluding the development indicators
sector; for WDR V, we propose to aim for a'somewhat briefer treatment than
in recent years, of about 80 pages. The outline describes major themes and
issues under the proposed approach and indicates how they might be treated.
At this stage no detailed chapter or sub-heading structure has been attempted.
Judging from previous experience, the latter will not begin to gel until a
relatively late pre-drafting stage.

1/ Dated June 18, 1981 under the heading Status of Planning
for World Development Report, 1982.
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Outline

Part I: General Prospects and Issues

This Part would restate and modify as appropriate, the conclusions

of WDR IV about development prospects in the light of recent events and new

data, using the global model for consistency, plus appropriate sensitivity
analyses (but without substantial methodological innovation or new long-term
projections). Analyses and conclusions from the thematic chapters of WDR
IV (trade, energy, debt and capital flows) would also be reviewed, with
reference to recent country experience and structural adjustment, together
with relevant points from the later work on agriculture. For example, the

impact on debt servicing, current account balances, and financial institu-

tions of higher interest rates and U.S. dollar appreciation could be
analyzed, as could the impact of lower concessional aid flows.

Part II: The Role of Agriculture in Development

Agriculture and Growth

Agricultural development influences growth directly, as a

component of total value added, and indirectly, as a supplier of materials

and consumption goods to the non-agricultural sectors and as a user of a

wide variety of inputs ranging from agro-chemicals and machinery to trans-

port and repair services. Similarly, increased agricultural incomes
generate demand for goods and services that tend to have a high local or

regional labor component, with sometimes significant multiplier effects on

the local, largely rural, economy. The indirect effects offer a particu-
larly interesting focus for an analysis of factors that explain the strong
empirical association of agricultural and economy-wide growth, even among

middle income countries (where agriculture's measured share in total value
added is relatively small). There are several arguments or hypotheses to

be considered, and some points that might be illustrated via models.
Basically, the "importance" of agriculture does not diminish pari passu
with its declining share in economy-wide value added, since:

(i) the demand for agricultural production -- measured in gross
output -- expands faster than sector value added, with increased use of

industrial (cash) inputs and services in agriculture (the latter partly

related to a rising fraction of marketed output in total agricultural

consumption);

(ii) While agricultural production may account for a declining

fraction of aggregate incremental demand as growth proceeds, the incremental

requirement remains large absolutely, because aggregate demand is itself

increasing absolutely (unless growth falters). Moreover, 'Engel's law'

is tempered by high income elasticities for some agricultural products,

notably meat and hence feedgrains;
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(iii) even in middle income countries, incremental demands

tend to dwarf what can be financed via agricultural imports (excepting a
few oil rich countries); in fact, industrial and service sector growth
(linked with rapid urbanization) often imply a rapidly growing market for

domestic agriculture: if this substantial demand for marketed surplus is

to be realized, on-farm labor productivity must increase sharply;

(iv) beyond some point, even oil exporters are likely to face

severe problems in structural adjustment and risk disruptive external

shocks if agriculture is neglected (Nigeria, Algeria). And countries with

a strong and well diversified export base for growth have tended to provide

vigorous support for agricultural development, partly for security reasons.

Agricultural development itself may contribute importantly to export-led
growth.

Many of these points can be vividly illustrated with historical as well as

contemporaneous experience. Finally, of special relevance to low income

countries, the role of agriculture in resource transfer (via internal terms

of trade and other mechanisms) needs to be reexamined. To what extent does

agriculture generate real savings for the non-agricultural sectors? Or do

transfers largely serve to increase non-agricultural real consumption?

What have been the impacts of and effectiveness of dirigiste vs. laisser

faire policies?

Applied to aggregate growth/development prospects and 1980s

scenarios (WDR IV analysis), the likely conclusion would be one that gives

added emphasis to the need for a sustained high growth performance from
domestic agriculture. Structural adjustment considerations -- for oil
importers, the need to shift growth patterns towards less energy-intensive

development and deal with formidable trade balance problems, may also imply
greater reliance on agricultural development in sustaining growth. Finally,
given what is likely to be a continuing strong demand for cereals from
Eastern Europe and export-led high growth middle income countries (espec-

ially oil exporters), plus limited trade prospects for some traditional
cash crops (and prospects for other compromised by industrialized country

protection policies), the analysis is likely to reinforce the priority

concern for food crop development in low income countries and the many

middle income countries without strong claims on incremental supplies

via trade. This is clearly the case in countries with already substantial
current import requirements and/or reliance on supplies made available as

food aid. The conditions and policies affecting the future growth of

North American agriculture as principal supplier to the international grain

trade is of major significance in this analysis.

Poverty and Hunger

Supply-demand balance in food and agricultural products generally

can be met in the growing economy in ways that do -- or drastically
don't -- meet the nutritional and the other needs of the poorest 20-30
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percent of people. In most low income countries, near self-sufficiency at
the economy-wide level is maintained via stagnant consumption among a
larger or smaller fraction of the population whose productivity and buying
power remains low. The analysis would develop the following points
(others will certainly suggest themselves as the work proceeds).

(i) Many (often most) of the poorest are themselves primarily
agricultural workers and farm households (true for industrialized as well
as developing countries);

(ii) movement of people out of agriculture has been very impor-
tant in dealing with agricultural poverty in most developed countries
(where the labor force share in agriculture fell in less than 20 years by
more than two-thirds) and some middle income countries. Case studies would
be developed in examining this experience and its relevance to other
countries. But the preconditions are not commonly met; most countries will
still contend with increasing agricultural populations and deteriorating
man/land ratios -- the latter of growing importance as new land potentials
are near exhaustion;

(iii) the direct approach, whereby better employment opportun-
ities are linked to higher productivity and income in agriculture itself,
is usually the more relevant one, especially in low income countries. The
importance of off-farm employment and diversification in rural employment
structures, usually coupled with a prosperous and dynamic agriculture,
would be stressed as an important intermediate approach;

(iv) specific institutional factors -- the distribution of land
holdings, tenure conditions, farm scale and fragmentation are other issues
relating agriculture to poverty that would be discussed in the context of
improvement within agriculture;

(v) Aiscussion of agricultural development and poverty issues
is complicated by the strongly divergent patterns of development that
tend to characterize much recent agricultural experience. Progressively
strengthened national and international market links between a productive,
technologically dynamic, but spatially confined agricultural subsector and
a burgeoning urban/industrial subsector, often contrast with stagnant, low
productivity and usually resource poor hinterlands (e.g., India, China,
Brazil, Mexico). How important are growing productivity and income gaps
between high growth subsectors and the balance of the economy, largely
rural, likely to be for strategy in the 1980s? How does this type of
structural poverty compare with institutional poverty associated with land
distribution questions?

Food Security

The thrust of the general argument is likely to be that poverty
concerns can be addressed under an agricultural development strategy that
is effective in promoting and sustaining a high growth rate, that gives
special emphasis to basic food staples and low cost calorie sources, and
that addresses the special problems of the resource poor areas. Even so,
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continuing absolute poverty, affecting hundreds of millions of people,
remains the most likely prospect for the foreseeable future. Access to
adequate food intake is directly limited by lack of buying power; ensuring
a supply of low cost calories may conflict with feedstuff requirements
deriving from more affluent consumers; producer and consumers interests
conflict over pricing and pricing policies; and food production is hostage
to weather and climate which can and do have large disruptive effects.
Food security issues will be discussed, drawing on a considerable recent
body of research work and analysis of policy approaches via food security
schemes and short-term crisis management. The international dimensions and
assistance via trade policy, food aid, financing mechanisms, buffer stocks
and storage, etc., would be taken up in Part IV. An illustrative analysis
would serve to emphasize the relatively narrow range in food supply growth
(a range of 1 percent p.a. or less) between near crisis conditions, with
severe impact on the poor, and significant improvement relative to the
past. Realizing an outcome toward the high end of the plausible range
would mostly depend on domestic resource management, institutional effec-
tiveness and investment strategy within agriculture -- the primary concerns
of Part III.

Part III: Realizing Agriculture's Potential

Innovation, Environment and Technology Policy

Agricultural development and future prospects are increasingly
hostage to a continuing stream of innovations that permit increased yields
and higher labor productivity. The argument would be illustrated and
elaborated with reference to historical as well as to recent experience.
The remarkable recent track record of high rates of increase in crop yields
(and improved livestock technologies) would be highlighted with reference
to the US, India, China and other examples. Innovation is increasingly
multi-dimensional, reflecting a more effective use of combinations of
resources and inputs, including industrial inputs. Major change agents and
processes would be discussed, e.g. biological innovation, irrigation, use
of agro-chemicals, mechanization, advances in farm management technique,
etc. Increasing interdependence is characteristic of much recent growth
based on increased use of industrially produced inputs; and future pros-
pects are increasingly tied to industrial R&D to improve input-output
potentials via use of these inputs.

The discussion would include a review of near term and more
distant potentials, with reference to a rapidly moving and increasingly
complex research frontier. The major biological elements -- especially
conventional breeding, tissue culture, cloning, genetic engineering,
nitrogen fixation, etc., severally and in combination promise a continuing
sizeable potential for increased productivity in agriculture over the next
20 to 30 years with important implications for R&D strategy and technology
policy (LDC access to and participation in, the research process). On the
other hand, much development is premised on the availability of minerals
and fossil fuels, further intensification may pose increasingly severe
environmental hazards, and institutional response is critical.
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The environment-specific nature of most past improvements and
the large array of agro-climatic situations for which productivity-augmen-
ting technologies that improve on current practices do not now exist pose
major problems. The importance of these technology and resource deficiencies
would be elaborated in the country and poverty contexts. Semi-commercial
agriculture has gained from technological changes and from dynamic market
growth associated with industrial and urban development. Technological
innovations (HYVs, fertilizer, irrigation) have also helped in many high
productivity (in terms of land) but densely settled and low-income environ-
ments of South and East Asia. This is a considerable plus factor. But
there has been little progress in low income, low productivity, semi-arid
and upland areas (except where cash cropping based on permanent crops has
helped). In some areas the situation has deteriorated. Insitutions,
policies, and investment requirements differ according to the nature of the
problems to be overcome. Broadening the application of innovation to a
wider range of agro-environmental conditions is a major challenge.

Policy, Investment and Institutions

If technological know-how is basic to sustained agricultural
development, institutional conditions and policies relating to investment,
farmer incentive and market access, largely determine the extent to
which the growth potentials are realized. The discussion would bring
out and illustrate a variety of problems and issues, many of them familiar
to a Bank audience, drawing on country experience. For example:

(i) The economic environment of market prices and costs continues
to disfavor agricultural producers in many countries. Producer incentives
are frequently inadequate to encourage extra effort, use of modern inputs
and techniques, or to reward risk taking on the part of the farmer-
entrepreneur -- with risk especially important in rainfed annual cropping
systems. The policies that produce these results are difficult to change
and involve conflict between producer and consumer interests, especially
the real price of food;

(ii) inefficient government marketing agencies and policies have
become increasingly important with burdensome high costs;

(iii) management capacity for government financed programs is
inadequte in most low-income African and some Asian countries and the
training of agricultural staff for research, extension and management
functions poses problems in many countries;

(iv) few countries have adequate arrangements for financial
intermediation in agriculture, the recycling of rural savings is usually
neglected and credit delivery is often poorly handled;

(v) as a result of increasing government financial problems
(due partly to the inadequacy of cost recovery and low interest credit
in agriculture and other sectors), the recurrent costs of farmer services
and of maintaining infrastructures are rising to prohibitive levels in
many low income countries.
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The discussion would give a good deal of emphasis to an analysis
of experience where these problems are or have been successfully dealt
with. In many instances, an enlarged role for the private sector may be
part of the solution but balanced by a continuing important public sector
role. The argument could usefully draw on work done for the recent study
of Sub-Saharan Africa.

The productivity of agricultural investments depends on both
the natural and economic environment. Thus, the discussion of investment
policy will be closely linked to the regional/national typology that is
evolved in previous chapters. Some major sub-topics will be:

(i) Investments to overcome the main natural constraints,
especially those relating to water, i.e., irrigation, drainage, flood
control and water harvesting/soil conservation in rainfed areas. In
respect to irrigation, the need for a reliable, timely and equitable water
supply at the farmgate will be stressed;

(ii) the pros and cons of multipurpose rural development projects/
programs including considerations of issues such as management, participation,
complexity, financing, timeframe and sequencing of activities. "Lessons
from experience" would figure prominently;

(iii) focussing public investments on supporting infrastructure
that cannot be built by the private sector, for example village-to-market
roads and rural electrification;

(iv) the role of private investment in agriculture. This
section will deal with both on-farm investments (land development, imple-
ments, etc.) and private investments in support services (input supply,
processing, marketing, etc.). In this connection, the complementary
nature of private foreign investments (agri-business) will be examined.

Part IV: Conclusions and International Issues

A concluding section would draw together the principal arguments
and findings, and thereby highlight the more important problem areas,
policy reforms and other needed changes if potentials are to be realized.
Some of these would afford scope for action at the international level;
the Report would attempt to identify these and in general, summarize
donor activities in agricultural development, future needs and priorities,
and the role of private agri-business. International actions are already
important in agricultural research and technology development. A more
concerted approach to water resource development in Asia is one potentially
important possibility, especially if linked to water-sharing within the
region; and accelerated agricultural development in Sub-Saharan Africa is a
major issue highlighted in the recent Africa study. The international
aspects of food security and food aid would also be reviewed in this frame-
work, together with trade policies and prospects, commodity agreements
and related issues.



Mr. Bevarn Wide Auguist 26, 1981

Christine T. MIch

Subject /atter and Other Ideas on Puture IMBs

1T. th respect to subiect matter for futur 'Ps. T feel the pleas
for continuity which one hears with sore frequency, osnecially fror external
readershir might he used to explore new directions. 'T"s T-IV have trente
a wide ranoe of - hasicanly unrelated - topics. While we clearly do not
vant to pursue theres of one TTP In ssequent on, . it right he a -ood idea
for nore of the unanswered onuestions wrising from '-3 , to nrovide n lead in
to topics of TE7r . With this in mond one of the aolr unanswered nuestions Ir

DP ITV was the nlieht of the low incore countries - their non-particination
in South-South trade their poor access to cormercial credit. the difficulties
of channelling aid to ther etc. t -77 on the 'economics of real under-
developrent" Miht therefore he interertin and tirely. riven also the present
interest in Africa.

2. As regards freouencv and structure, T ar in full agrerent with
what annears to be the nrevailine opinion that the T-nP should he On annual
event. Cr Structure T can only say that "hile global rodelling is clearly
an important port of the exercise as we do ore 'i1s we nav find ourselves
either saying the save thinP year after year, or becoinp excessively rovol
in our prolections. Fither could rate one defensive. PerhOnn Part T could
be downpiayed as updatin proiectiorns in sore vears and rerain full rort I
status with full-blown nroiections only when we have soethin' realIy rew to
nay. This world also reduce the 1urden on EPT.

T1 it



July 31, 1981

Dear

You will be interested in the Bank's latest study - World

Development Report 1981 - which sets out the prospects of the

developing countries.

The Report in final form will soon be issued.

Sincerely,

D.R. Clarke

His Excellency Keith Johnson
Ambassador of Jamaica
1850 K Street, N.W., Suite `355
Washington, D.C. 20006
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July 31, 1981

Dear

You will be interested in the Bank's latest study - World

Development Report 1981 - which sets out the prospects of the

developing countries.

The Report in final form will soon be issued.

Sincerely,

D.R. Clarke

Mr. Frank Francis
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Skyline Hotel
Knutsford Blvd.
Kingston 5, Jamaica

DRClarke:ls
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-DP 1991 riles My in, 19P1

Christinr I. -a 3ich

"DP Tv reorrection of Trrors

. Te follwino errors have been discovered in WDP TV
to Otte

- Cha-ter 4 Prercy pac- 413 ara. 2, the teYt
reads "'rn roet l"Ilv Tuelwood Oerand in

eve- l-nin cormtries without further arsme to
forests vo&& reanir an estir-ted 20 willion
to 25 rillinr hectares of forests to he rlanted

durin" the rpet 2n vears. t present rates of
larfine, oniv one-tnth of that tarmet will Ye

ret "The correct nu-ber are '5 rillion
hectars and 'one- fifth .

- rharpe5 rapital rlows, nave 51 bay. Para-ranhT
to of the teatspts that AWIP has Le-n below

the rate ofitstin in the maor industrial
countries' . The Kiacrar illustratinn this shows
1he U j. inflatior rate.

2.a bn ha e ecide not to issue Pr errata at this tire,
althouch this option rav hp reconsidore if Pither error aproars
to he attractina a crept rpa! of notice, or it others ara brouh+t
to onr ttortionr.,

cc Messre. V r

N or

Tp~rs Crs
n er' ott

T' r ron
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: The Files DATE: July 6, 1981

FROM: R. H. Cassen

SUBJECT: WDR -- Discussion with Mr. El-Naggar

On June 23 I had a talk with Mr. El-Naggar on issues he raised at

the Board discussion.

He made two main points -- that excessive emphasis was given to oil

prices in the Report, and that the country classification was unsatisfactory.

On the first I noted the very large number of places at which the
Report made clear that the rise in oil prices was not responsible for all

international problems. He agreed that the points were there, but the

general drift went the other way, not least because developing countries
were divided into oil-exporters and oil-importers and that dominated the

analysis.

I said that this division was justified because of the extra-

ordinary importance of oil prices in recent times. After the conversation

I sent him a memo indicating that in the 1973-75 period less than half
of the balance-of-payments deterioration of oil importing ldcs was due

to oil, while in the 1979-80 period almost all of it was. (He did not

reply to that memo, though in discussion he said, and I agreed, that the
averages masked differences among countries, e.g. those which suffered

commodity price falls. I drew his attention to the points where the Report

does make that clear, but we agreed that in future years it might be

desirable to look more fully at various sources of balance-of-payments

changes among different country groups.) I also said that in future years

oil may cease to bulk so large and the classification of countries would
change.

Mr. El-Naggar also noted the presence of Spain and several

other fairly advanced countries in the list of developing countries. I

agreed with him that that was undesirable -- indeed I had even attempted to

get the classification changed at the beginning of the year, but (as I
understand it, owing to the exigencies of the global model) without success.

I did not accept his point that the presence of these countries distorted

the discussion of developing countries' oil bills. Their absence would
affect the denominators as well as the numerators. And I pointed out to

him that another point he had made, to the effect that a dozen or so of the

developing countries accounted for a large share of their oil imports, did

not invalidate our discussion: what mattered was the share of oil in imports

which was large for very many countries.

The discussion was frank and cordial; Mr. El-Naggar accepted
that we had done much to make the Report less objectionable than it

might have been; and (his last words as I left his office) he "understood

the political pressures we were under."

cc: Mr. Waide
Mr. Turnham

RHCassen:rbc



Mr. Robert 2assen - June 2 1, 1

"David Mc~urra. - EPDED

lore anny 1D- Figures

1. Ms. Florendo asked -e to check some further firures in the
1981 WDR and, as with those noted in y miero of June 23, 1981, I came
up with something different frona the WDR.

2. investigation on this occasion centered on the second
partaraph of page 6.7 - that dealing with the debt of the semi-indus-
trialised countries. Usin,. the same country coverage as set out in
Table 6.1 (except for 1or~nis for which we do not have any data), the
figures I obtained woul change the relevant sentences as follows.

"The share of comm. ercial lenders in their public and
publicly-guaranteed debt rose from 51 percent to 65
percent between 1972 and 1976. The disbursed debt
to G'P ratio rose from 11 percent to 16 rercent during
the same period while the debt-service ratio rose from
9 percent to 14 percent".

cc: Mrs, ii iughes - EPDDR
Mr. U. Singh - EPDDR
Ir. P. itra - WDR
Mr. P. Moulin - WDR
Ms. 3. Florendo - EPD1D

DWcMurray :g
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE. June 25, 1981

FROM: Robert Liebenthal

SUBJECT: WDR IV Background Paper: Food Policy Issues in the Sahel

A number of people have commented that this paper contributes
little to the central issues paper on food policy which was prepared for
the WDR by Ed Clay and adds little new information or analysis to the work
already undertaken in the Bank and by the CILSS on the Sahel. Ed Clay, with
whom I have discussed this, feels there would be little problem editing the
central issues paper so as to avoid references to the Sahel paper. Mr. Cassen
has accordingly decided to withdraw it from the background papers.

cc: Messrs. Cassen, Clay (IDS), Donaldson, de Azcarate, Lewis, Rogerson,
Steeds, Winterbottom, Wright

BL/jf



'r. Robert 2assen - WDJn 21, 1931

Javid Mc urray PDRD (through -s. Beatriz Plorenlo - : d)

Debt Ratios in 1> 1 7R

1. In addition to tle discrepancies in debt ratios in the 1981 D

noted b M 2is. Florendo (her .eno to Nicholas dope of June 1 , 1981), the
following discreancies should also be noted,

1981 TDR EPDD Dect Profiles

(i) Pa2e 6.?5, para. 1, l-ines 5-7: Sihold read:

"tio debt-service ratio n: the "the debt-service ratio

ratios of net externlal debt to declined slightly over

GP decline over 1'71-73 to 3 1971-73 to 13 percent while

percent ai 7 ocrecnt respectively" the ratio of debt outstanding
to GP increased to 16 percent"

(ii) Page C.26, para. 1, lines 2-3: Should read:

"net debt increased to the "disbursed debt increased to

equivalent of 17.6 percent of the equivalent of 25'..0 per-
GDP; and the debt-service ratio cent of GNUP and the debt-

(including private debt) reached service ratio (includinrp

(2.0 rercent" medium and long-term private

debt) reachea 56.41 percent"

(iii) Page 6.37, para. 3, lines 1-3: Should read:
"lthough net external debt rose "Although disbursed debt rose

from the equivalent of 5.6 percent from the equivalent of 12.5
of TDP in 1973 to 11.7 percent in percent of (34P in 1073 to

1974, it fell steadily thereafter 19.9 percent in 1976, it

and by 1978 was almost eliminated" fell to 17.7 percent in 1978"

cc: ..rs. . Hughes -

Jr. S. Singhfi -
Mr. P. K. Mitra - DRC

D" CMcurray
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 23, 1981

FROM: Fred Z. Jaspersen

SUBJECT: Clearance of WDR Background Papers from South Asia Region

Today I received a telephone call from Gilbert Brown to say

that the region is giving its clearance for publication of the Clay and

Lipton papers: "Food Policy Issues in Low Income Countries", "Poverty,
Food Insecurity and Public Policy in Bangladesh" and "Risk to Nutritional

Adequacy of Food Output: Adjustments in India". All references to the

Bank's Grey Cover Economic and Sector Reports and tables from these reports

should be deleted from the Background papers.

cc: Messrs. Wright, Cassen, Brown, Winterbottom and Leibenthal

FZJaspersen:bd



T M0r. R1t I1. Ca n PPR DMF Junce 1 1981

vO i St d Steed.S, Act r; ' Cif, "dM3 'JI

SM WR IDR TV Bakground I rs: od poli cy is:Ies in the Sahel

1. Whilsc the is i1 te in this papcr likely to cause offense
to thel contries ccerd 1/ (they are all members of CILSS' whose
publictions are quot On extenso in the paper), it appears very

Eji . gv t( h amouna of work devoted to t.> i arious
parts of the Bauk md elsewhere in 1980/j1. In some respect sit evel
conflits wit AhaT I under. sted AG-R we're doing on food security
policiesa. It is also much lss, specific (partly the ine vitable: result
of compresiXng ceiht countries into the same brief forriat) than the
South A/s:ia case studies, and as such is r ather loos ely connected to
the cen tr-l isu sumarized in Edward Clay?'s overview. Let me try
to sunnuize the Saoel study's li-amain conclusions below, with my comments.

2. Massive iatcr'icheo food for >oliti-
cally s itive ui rVoup u'aiycon:ets with long-run cultural
producft :incentivos . True, and by now' w.ell-known, but not easily
deionst rated. A 1oe useful conti abution would be to investigate how
some mea sure of traisitional real income relief can coexist with remu-
nerative procurc-emt prices - .g. the counterpart funds buffer exper-
iient we are supportfing in Mali.

3. There is a "tendency" to favor cash crops over food cops, arnd
arabIe c utiv ti on over pat a oralists this incr-ases the vulnerability
fPor roups ad ecolooisl de dactien. This mixture of concept. s is

bizarre. First, rice is citedI as a cash crop, in juxtaposition to fcod
crops. Second, groundnuts are cited as displacing cereals whereas the
reverse trend is observable in Senegal, Mali, and Ni ger since 1975/6.
Third, thlo relative price shifts which once favored heavier investments
in cash crops such as cotton (and now swing the other way) were largely
dictated by observable world market condit ions, not domestic manipulation
alone: what of comparative advantage? A real issue involved here is
whether --- as with gasoline prices in other contexts --- we and others
should as sign Scarcity or risk premia to cereal s above their import par-
ity prices, on some a rket fai lIure" or "myop ar''rguments which can be
challenged as paternalistic. Fourth, it is at l-east arguable that over-
large livestock herds contribute as much to ecological degradation (and
less to nutrition;) as expansi on of arable crops the real problem is
tlhat intnsification of rainfed agriculJtur above the 600 mii isohyet has
yet to be proved viahle, hence undisciplined extensive cultivat ion
conflicts itcreagigly with extensive anial hisaijy

S/ .ut plose c with Pro-rams anyway



4. Aid flows are hiased towrds urhan hgieficiaries: ODA commitments for
rural devl'untr tn ci T
trpr iiurii y Fn doubt wethr i his is valid in the specific

case of the iiank: if o it cserves much closer examination. Second, there
may be very good reasonS - absorptive capacity for one - for this stagnation
and the relative buoyancy of other sectors. Is food security helped more by
"hard" access roads or by "soft" extension and promotion machinery, often with
no real message to plug? Such broad-brush analysis is both too much and not
enough ...

5. The internaticnal cornsitv can assist in the creation of regional
hreld securiy stells. AXPA and AGR have just eviewed the FAO/CILSS proposal
on these lines, with very negative results. In particular, we feel not enough
use is made of already very costly national stocks, and a supranational cereals
administration cutting across traditional North-South trading links makes
little sense (see Cliff Lewis for more details). Obviously, cyclical supply
disruption entails peak costs, which can be simulated given known lead and
lag patterns, port capacity etc., and measured against the cost of stockpiling
beyond the minimum levels (public and private) needed to maintain the food-
chain. These congestion costs may be alleviated or removed by priority in-
vestments in transport infrastructure, just as much if not more than by stock-
piling.

6. Food aid may tend to institutionalize scarcity. Again, this issue is
well-worn and not empirically resolved (although more detailed analysis of food
aid impact in e.g. Upper Volta has been available for some time). It might
have been more constructive to see what features of food aid are particularly
destabilising, and how can these effects be "sterilised" in part... (see para 2).

A. Rogerson:gr

cc: Messrs. van Cigch (WAP), Peberdy (WAP), Lewis (AGR), Humphreys (WAlDC),
Molinaeus (WAlDC)



tr. icholas C. Mopn, Division Chief -- June 15, 12'1

Beatriz A. Plorendo - EP2ED

Wm- [i.apte 6)K (Debt Ratios )

'y attention was cnled re ading the high debt service ratio

shown for the Philiplines in 17 ( 2 ) in tie oray cover of the od
Develop mit Report. The correspond ig ratio c-tlculated in the Division

was 26.5 .

This prompted ne to check the debt ratios of the various

countries included in Chapte r and the tabulation below in fact shows

that there are differences between the WDR adn our "Debt Profile" firures.

Country/Ratios "Debt Profile"

ARAZIL
1973 TD</XGS 12.) 56.

JAM~AICA
1973 DOD/G P 13.0
1976 DOD/GUP 45.0 59.
1978 DD/G P 51.) U,:

'!0ROCCO
1975 TDS/:c2S 1n,'1.2

PEILIPPIES"
1973 IOD/GP 16.0P 18.0
197 DOD/MP 23. 0 26.
1973 'D2/XG- 23.0 -7
1978 TDO/Vis 1W.0 26.5

M:ATIAtUIP
1973 DODY/GP ,.0 . 1
197 DOD/GAP 11.0 11.7
1973 TDS/GS 21.0 2.6
1975 TDS/XG 29.0 15.3

1i74 DD/P 11.3 27.0
1975 DOD/GnP 9.5 -/- 30.5

1980 TD1/XC 2.0 n.a .

/l Does not include private non-guaranteed debt.

/2 "Poreign borrowing as percent of GNP"?

it is also interesting to note why reference was not nade to 1979
ratios when these are more current.

B rendo: L
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1r. Okay Yeaal - u ore Team June 11, 19

Thoa Kl - P

1. In the course of reviewin' the grey cover !raft of the 1[''1 World

DOvelopt rt I n r V ; -ave im rechecke and a fev errors
discovered. 'Tor revis ions ru b L t, . hn av also been - i ( includin

those noted in oar reio of June 1) nd several ches to the text are

suggested to elininate some inconstcies.

. he risions and h ave been marked in red on the attaedd

pae and are detailed below:

(a) Theata useV ini e 5. for the r-month Libor

were from the seriecs labro- London" published on the

paGe of internst rate ata in I' . I have discovered that these

fiaures in NAct are for the 3-anth rate,. Althouh the differ-

ence3 are st 11 for most years, I sugest chanding that lino in

the grp to makc use of the - onth figures iaet out below:

Year Figures Used igures Reco nnended
(3-manth Libor) (6-nonth Libor)

1972 ;. h6 5.56
1973 9.21 o.41
197h 11.01 11.3311
1975 .9.
197C 0.0",.2
1277 Q.00 05
1978 5.73 .9
1079 11.96 1s.1

1960 1.361l.N

(b AI the text of the boa on variable interest raes

(Box 5.2), a phrase has been inserted to indicate tiat the data

includes short-ter, det as well as medium., and lon-er debtt.

(c) aon aminor revisions have also bee% nj Laeo the "Foreign

exchange assets" colum ,n in the table for this box (pace 5.14).

(d) Simailarly, there are minor revisionis to the data in the

table for B,.ox .3on page 5.N>

(e) The headin for the lower j;rap-,h of Figure 5.A should read.

"Low i:ncoe ail importrs".

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



aa t tigeni up somw . It sould also bn note that
thedat used~ in these;~ two~ paarapn were dra'w n or ,r *ope'

Bacgrond Paper on de'bt and are' thecre fore on a di fferent basis~
than the~ data used in the~ glba r(odeling~ exer(ce

Attc ahnt s

leanred and cc: ir. . >oe, Chie>f - s

c: :r. . assen - O CI ore COPm

'r. 5. ?jngu* - u
r. R. Chandecr - TP PDR
Ir F. Colago - E~PDIT

iir/D .c Lrra:
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only in 1970. The low-income oil importers' debt grew less rapidly,

since they depended more on grants (Table 5.3). The single most

important factor in these increases was the rapid rate of inflation.

In real terms outstanding debt grew at around 10 percent a year,

compared with about 12 percent a year during the 1960s.

Nor was the growth of debt excessive in relation to GNP

or exports. The debt/GNP ratio increased over the 1970s as would be

expected; but measured against exports of goods and services, the

debt ratio was lower in 1980 than it had been in 1970. However,

significant changes in the composition of debt have increased the

burden of servicing it.

There has been a sharp fall in the share of net borrowing

from bilateral official sources; a marginal increase in the share

coming from multilateral institutions; and a large increase in the

proportion of loans from private creditors -- especially from

financial institutions. As a result, debt to private creditors

increased at 28 percent a year, and to i5c N'at 41
percent a year. Private financial institutions fheld 40-percent of

outstandi ' debt in 1970, some r3-5- percent in 1 u

These changes were largely the product of what was

happening to the middle-income countries. The share of official

creditors in the debt of the middle-income oil importers fell from

43 percent in 1970 to 27 percent in 1980, while private creditors

accounted for almost three-quarters of the total by 1980. By

contrast, the composition of the low-income oil importers' debt

changed very little. They continued to borrow mainly from tradi-

tional sources -- official credits and multilateral institutions.

The growth of commercial borrowing together with the rise

in interest rates has increased the cost of servicing debt. The

average interest rate on new lontwaf6sTur percentage points higher

in 1980 than in 1970. Average maturities fell from 20 years in 1970

to 12.7 years in 1980, though the maturities of loans from official

(24 years) and private (9 years) sources remained practically the

same over the period. Inevitably, the grant element in developing

countries' debt fell from 31.8 percent in 1970 to 5.3 percent in

1979 with the share of concessional debt in the total falling from

39 percent in 1970 to 23.6 percent in 1979.

Higher interest rates and shorter maturities meant that

the growth in gross borrowing between 1970 and 1980 was not trans-

lated into comparable growth in net transfers. In 1970, after

amortization and interest payments, some 43 percent of borrowed

funds was available for buying imports and adding to reserves. That

share rose to nearly 50 percent in 1975-76, but -- partly as a

result of refinancing of debt -- it had fallen to 40 percent by

1978. A slowdown in borrowing combined wi hthe surge in interest

rates caused the ratio to fall to only 22 percent in 1980.



- 5.23 - Box 5.2

Variable interest rate debt

In recent years, the bulk of credits obtained from
commercial banks have been at variable interest rates. At end-1979
the 33 largest developing c n orrqwers held a total variable
interest rate (VIR) SO billion. For each percentage
point increase in tne base rate (usually LIBOR -- the si::-month
London Interbaik OffereG Rate) these 33 countries face extra interest
charges of about $1.8 billion a year.

The six-month LIBOR has been volatile during the past
eight years. For most of that period, it has been below the rate of
inflation in the major industrial countries (see Figure 5.4), so
borrowers have benefitted from negative real interest rates. But in
a period of rising inflation lenders have been better protected
against unanticipated inflation with VIR debt than with fixed-rate
debt; as the VIR share in total debt has increased, so the borrowers'
"windfall" has been eroded. This erosion seems likely to continue,
and not just because VIR debt is becoming more common. In 1979-81,
in contrast to 1974-78, real interest rates have nearly always been
positive; with tight monetary policies, it is unlikely that real
rates could be negative for any length of time.

Rising interest rates have also increased earnings on
official foreign-exchange reserves and other foreign assets. The 33
major borrowers held identified external VIR assets of $l15.63'.
billion at the end of 1979, about two-thirds of total VIR debt (see
table). For a few oil-importers (Spain and Colombia, for instance)
VIR assets exceeded VIR liabilities, making these countries net
beneficiaries of increases in money-market rates. For Argentina and
some other semi-industrial countries, VIR debt and assets were about
the same.

But there are major borrowers with VIR debt substantially
in excess of VIR assets. At end-1979, Brazil had $10 billion of VIR
assets and $39 billion of VIR debt; during 1980, the gap widened.
Other countries in a similiar position included South Korea, Turkey,
Chile, Ivory Coast, Morocco, and the Philippines.



- 5.24 - Box 5.2

Variable interest rate debt position at end-1979
(billions of dollars)

Total variable
interest rate Foreign exchange

debt assets

33 major borrowers from 3
financial markets 181.3 115.0

Oil-importing countries 111.6 7X.p'

0
1. Semi-industrial countries 92.9 65.Y

of which: Argentina 9.6 8.9
Brazil 39.0 10.2
Chile 4.1 2.2
Korea 9.9 5.6
Spain 11.5 23.3
Turkey 4.2 l.Sy

0.8
2. Other countries 18.7 12.7

of which Colombia 2.8 3.8
Ivory Coast 1.5 .2
Morocco 2.4 .8
Philippines 5.4 3.7

Oil-exporting countries 69.7 37.6

of which: Mexico 29.6 8.0



Figure 5.4 Inflation and interest
rates, 1972-19S0
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Evolution of public debt and debt-service indicators
tor developiin, countries 197t-/9 a/

(percentages)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Indicators

Debt-service ratio 8.9 9.2 9.0 8.8 7.1 8.4 8.4 9.5 12.4 12.6
Interest-service ratio 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.7. 2.4 3.2 3.3 3.5 4.2 4.8
Capital-service ratio b/ 14.5 14.5 13.4 13.4 11.1 11.9 11.5 12.9 15.5 15.0
Debt /CNP c/ 12.3 13.1 13.5 13.1 12.6 13.9 15.5 17.0 18.3 17.8
Debt/Expots c/ 80.1 85.2 81.8 70.0 59.6 72.1 75.6 79.6 86.6 78.3
Debt/Reserves c/ 263.7 239.9 183.2 153.9 143.5 193.9 204.6 214.5 217.3 176.4
Interest-service/GNP 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.1

Memo item

Total public debt outstanding
and disbursed of .p+ incjeAed 5 4 + 1 4
countries ($ billions) 50.4 59.3 69.3 84.8 105.X 128.X 159.1 198./ 2 5 1 .9 29f.J

a/ Includes all developing countries that report to the DRS except: (1) the capital
surplus oil exporters; and (ii) countries for which complete and reliable time
series data are not available (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Botswana, Burundi, Conoros,
Guinea, Iran, Iraq, Labanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Maldives, Nepal, Papua New Guinea,
and South Africa).

b/ Contractual service payrents on long-term debt, plus remitted profits on direct
investment divided by exports of goods and services.

c/ Debt outstanding and disbursed.
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essrs. Robert Cassen, Oktay Yenal PPF, ASA June 2, 1981
WDR Core Group

Nicholas C. Hope - EPDED

External Debt in WDRIV

1. Tom Klein has checked the debt boxes and has found some minor
inaccuracies in data (see attached, Box 5.3).

2. He also has commented on some changes in the text of the debt
rescheduling Box 5.4. I agree with his comments. The ammended version
(our original text is attached) seems certain to provoke adverse reaction
in the Board and is impolitic given the concern of some member countries
to limit the role of UNCTAD in this area. Mr. Klein has suggested some
changes; if a more positive emphasis is required, I would stress that
the principal aim of rescheduling should be restoring and/or maintaining
the creditworthiness of debtor countries.

cc: Mr. E. B. Waide - VPD
Irs. H. Hughes - EPDDR
Mr. J. Baneth - EPPDDR, Mr. F. Colaco, EPDIT
Mr. S. Singh - EPDDR
Mr. R. Chander - EPDDR
Mr. T. M. Klein - EPDLD

N.Hope dg.
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TELEX May 29, 1981

620.160 OCDE 61450

OECD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

PARIS, FRANCE

FOR PROF. BELA BALASSA C/O MR. ANDRE BARSONY. AAA WHILE WDR WAS

GOING INTO GREY COVER LAST WEEK, I DISCOVERED THAT THE FIGURES

FOR SOUTH ASIA WERE MUTUALLY INCONSISTENT. PLEASE REFER TO YOUR

CHAPTER ONE ENTITLED QUOTE POLICY RESPONSES TO EXTERNAL SHOCKS

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES COLON SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS UNQUOTE.

TABLE 1-3 SHOWS THE EFFECTS OF LOWER GDP GROWTH RATES TO BE

3 PERCENT OF EXTERNAL SHOCKS, WHILE TABLE 1-4 SHOWS THAT THE

GROWTH RATE ACTUALLY ROSE FROM 3.6 PERCENT IN 1963-73 TO 4.6

PERCENT IN 1974-79. SINCE YOUR COUNTRY STUDY FOR INDIA SHOWS

THE CONTRIBUTION OF SLOWER GROWTH TO BE NEGATIVE, THE PROBLEM

WOULD APPEAR TO LIE IN THE DATA FOR BANGLADESH AND PAKISTAN.

BBB SINCE YOU HAD LEFT ON MISSION AND THE DATA WAS IN THE OECD

DEVELOPMENT CENTER, ROBERT CASSEN AND I DECIDED TO CALL

MR. BARSONY. HE HAS KINDLY AGREED TO DISCUSS THE MATTER WITH

YOU ON JUNE 5 IN PARIS. PLEASE ADVISE WHAT WE SHOULD DO IN

PRESENTING THE SOUTH ASIA FIGURES. CCC ROBERT CASSEN HAS WRITTEN

TO MR. SABOURIN SEEKING HIS PERMISSION TO USE THE RESULTS OF THE

OECD STUDY. BEST REGARDS, PRADEEP MITRA

PRADEEP MITRA:bd
WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT

Pra'dep K. Mitra

World velopment Report
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For consideration on

June 19, 1981

R81-137

FROM: The Deputy Secretary May 22, 1981

WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT, 1981

1. Attached is a copy of the President's memorandum dated May 22, 1981
accompanying a report entitled "World Development Report, 1981" (Report
No. 3453).

2. This report will be discussed at a seminar of the Executive Directors
to be held on Friday, June 12, 1981 at 2:30 p.m. in the Board Room, under the
Chairmanship of Mr. Chenery, Vice President, Development Policy.

3. As in the previous years, final revisions will be made following the
Board discussion.

4. Questions on this document may be referred to Mr. Cassen
(extension 61455).

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President

Senior Vice Presidents

President's Council
Vice Presidents, IFC
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



Mr. Montague Yudelman, Director, May 13, 1981

Clifford M. Lewis, AGREP

World Develo mentRepora IV

1. Tic 'i. IV core tean provicIed a draft of the chapter which
discusses food issues. I have been involved throughout the preparation
tion and draftinr of it. Much f the text uses work originally prepared i
in AGR and reflects' coments ade on earlier drafts. The overall approach
is consistent wit BaRnk policy nd is a useful contribution in the process
of settini the record straight about food problers. In its present forr.
the chapter is to be circulated to the Board and staff for review.

cc: Aessrs. Pickeriug (AGR)
Donaldson (ACT'P) (o/r)
Scandizzo (AGREP)

C-ewis ; oh
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'r. Robert Cassen, UDR Core Team April 3, 1981

Francis Colaco, Chief, EPDIT

Revsed Enery Import Projections for DF{ IReglous 1-

1. r. Liebenthal had asked us to revise the energy import projec-tions for regions 1-3 on thte basis of the iligh Case GDP growth rates.The attached tables show the projected volumes of imports (in terms ofnillion barrels per day of oil equivalent) and the corresponding c. i.f.values (in terms of current US dollars).

2. Let me add a note of caution for the use of these projections.I am sure you are aware of the fact that the energy projections and thehigh Case are prepared in two consecutive steps. At present, our model-ling system does not permit us to run the energy model and the glJobalmodel simultaneously. As a consequence, the energy projections stillreflect the assumotions of the guidelines. The tight time schedule madeit impossible to rerun the global model with revised energy projections.

3. Furthermore, the attached projection, are no longer consistentwith taose given to Mr. Mc1Namara iiin r memorandun of February 20, 1981and those in tle iigh Case tables you have received. They should only beutilized to work out aon-quantitative alternatives to the High Caseprojections in the text of the Reort. It is our undlerstandil- that :>isis the only use which will be made of these numbers.

cc: Ars. Hughes (o/r)
Messrs. Baneth, Chander, Grilli, Pollak.

FColaco/PPollak/jErill i: 1mca
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.4r. Robert Cassen and Cord Team March 19, 1931

4icholas C. 1ope, Chief, EPDED

Zeroth Draft

1. After toiling over the zeroth draft and learning much, T confess
to wishing that you had begun hewingr a considerably smaller block'

2. 1 see two main tasks for later drafting:

(i) Key arguments and issues (especially policy issues) must be
brought out much more strongly; and

(ii) Thematic consistency between the chapters must be established.

As the "adjustment report", the draft has a "Hamlet without the Prince of
Denmark" quality, brought about by the disconnected nature of the reviews

of history undertaken in most chapters, the flaccid presentation and, most
importantly, by the absence of any clear guide to the reader of what the
Team means by "adjustment". This term is used far too loosely at present -
whether in the context of past developments or of future prospects.

3. These problems will be overcome most easily by the establishment
of a strong story line, with which the members of the team are comfortable.

One suggestion for a story, involving a minor rearrangment of chapters,

goes as follows:

Chapter 1 - Introduction

4. The 60's and 70's have been (over) done before - cut back to one or
two pages. The theme - adjustment - should be established and the variations

on the theme - country adjustment and global adjustment - should be introduced.
Define the problem at the country level as the two-stage process of eliminating
payments imbalances and restructuring production and consumption patterns to

changed relative prices, while maximizing growth. At the global level,
identify the problem as maintaining high levels of aggregate economic activity,
while individual countries undertake adjustment policy. Discuss the need for
policy coordiantion for a satisfactory global outcome, even if by acting
individually some countries would be successful in sustaining high growth.

Chapter 2 - Adjustment in the 1970's

5. Draw on existing studies to identify countries that did well and
those that didn't (why not?) - note that the existing discussions, where they

depart from recounting economic history, appear to be cataloguing domestic
policy failures - this raises the question, could all have succeeded? Assess
the overall results - my feeling - developing countries did pretty well;

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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induistrialized countries pretty badly - from developing country viewpoint
individual adjustm ent may be judged a moderate success - at the global
level (I would argue) adjustment in the 1970's certainly was a failure.

Chapter 3 - Outlook for the 1980's

6. Introduce the projections - dependence on adjustment in the 1980's -
stress the sensitivity tests that show howi the global outcome will be
influenced by policies in a key area - viz: aid policy or energy policy.

Chapter 4 - Prospects for Developing Country Adjustment in the 1_980's

7. Viewed against these projectlons and the case studies, what are the
prospects for individual (types of) developing countries. Discuss the policies
that would be appropriate under possible global outcomes - essentially, how
individual countries, depending on their current circumstances, should act
to maximie their chances of high rowth, given the international environment
in which they will have to work.

Chapter 5 - Trade Outlook

Chapter 6 -cA l Flows

Chapter 7 - Energy

S. In these three chapters, develoi. t>~ picture oftthe international
environment that could result, drawing on knowledge of the 1970's. Do this
much more from the viewpoint of global idjustment. Emphasize policies - in
particular, the need for accommodating policies and harmonization of policies
if the international environment is to contribute to easing the adjustment
problems of individual countries. Note that this emphasis will lead naturally
into the closing chapter in which interdependence is stressed.

Chapter 8 - Adjustment and human development

9. There may be a timing problem here - but the pause in the action
can be used to acquaint the reader with the full range of potential lsses
from failing to achieve a satisfactory outcome. The two issues I felt were
the strongest here were food and the public services/recurrent cost question.

Chap ter 9 - Intjerdependence

10. We all go together. Global adjustment will be successful or
unsuccessful for all; even the big winners would win bigger if the overall
level of global activity was higher.

11. The advantages of a story line like this is that it makes the report

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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into a whole, instead of a collection of bits, and that it permits you to
emphasize what is new. In much of the existing draft, there is a sameness
about the waterial and a tiredness of argment and discussion that distracts
attention from the wealth of a new information and new policy implications
that are presented. You may favor a completely different story Iine;
equally, you may have very different ideas about the content and organization
of chapters, Iflyu agree, however, that there is a need to emphasize
adjustment as the theme of the report, then you should decide - for each
chapter - what are the issues relating to this theme; and then decide how
to integrate discussion of these issues so that individual chapters reinforce,
rather than erode, the major messages you want to transmit to the audience,

12. My iarked-up copy is attached. There are a few specific comments
that may be helpful.

Attachment

cc: EPD Front Office
ElD Division Chiefs
:essrs. Khalid Ikram, FPA

Jeffrey Katz, EPDIT
Paul leeman, WAl

Hs. Gurushri Swamy, EPDIT
Ms. Joell Chassard, Core Team

NHope:dbl
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert H1. Cassen, PPR DATE. March 12, 1981

FROM: Alan Berg, P

SUBJECT: WDR IV - Food Section

1. A good draft, a pleasure to read -- congratulations to the

author(s) -- and generally a good effort to preserve the integrity of

basic needs programs during difficult times. The following should be

read in that context.

2. Current problr the future should not lead

to abandonment of nutri a readers may come away with

without some clarificati __er nee to make clearer that "food

self-sufficiency", "keeping -up with population growth", and "improved

food security" do not imply any improvement in human welfare. They are

primarily maintenance concepts, goals that reduce likelihood that things

will get worse. Improved welfare and nutrition require some net increase

in total nutrient availability per capita or dramatic 
redistribution of

available nutrients. Too many "self-sufficiency" efforts (e.g., Nigeria,

Philippines) already emphasize reduction of food imports as the 
primary

goal. Concern for the aggregate food balance, and 
even recognition that

it is not likely to improve, should not be allowed to divert attention

from possibilities for improving nutrition through redistributive 
and

other interventions.

3. Why do we have to constantly assume that helping the urban poor

with food programs automatically is a disincentive 
for the farmer? The

policy choices are not restricted to "do 
we support production" or "do we

support consumption?"

4. Somewhere lost in the shuffle are the needs of the 
very consider-

able numbers of the non-farmer rural poor.

5. The impression given on page 15 is that ration 
schemes and food

stamp programs have limited effect because 
of "blackmarketing". Problems

do exist (anr1 probably ir some areas of administrative inexperience - e.g.,

Africa - more so than others) but masses of people have 
benefitted from

such programs - and that, rather than blackmarketeering, is the significant

issue to highlight.

6. The impression also is given that "food subsidies benefit mainly

middle income groups." A shibboleth? In many countries, lower income

groups also benefit - either directly or, more commonly, indirectly.

7. The assessment of chronic malnutrition (page 8) is deceivingly

modest. ("The main causes of inadequate consumption in 
rural areas are

seasonal supply variations...") Land use patterns and organizations,

fragmentation, increased numbers of landless, and many other factors make

chronic malnutrition endemic in many countries and widespread in 
regions

of many others. Seasonal supply variations reflect these factors, 
but are

a consequence not a cause. The energy crisis and related inflation have also

contributed to chronic malnutrition. The so-called "subsistence sector" has

also suffered from high food prices, increased fertilizer and transport costs,

and the timing of cost and price changes. Generalizations about chronic mal-



Mr. Robert H. Cassen - 2 - March 12, 1981

nutrition are difficult and, for WDR purposes, should favor a pessimistic

view when weight of the evidence is unclear.

8. In looking at deprivation in relation to political conflict, a

good case can be made that hunger and related nutritional deprivation 
are

the primary deprivations likely to generate unrest. Concern for increased

population, though important for many reasons, assumes special significance

in relation to food problems.

9. Some of my uneasiness would disappear if the report emphasized

more the importance of disaggregation in looking at food and nutrition

problems. The draft can too easily convey an impression that all will be

well if only certain aggregate relationships can be improved. Even the

recommended increased attention to increased food production by small

farmers, for example, needs to be planned in relation to disaggregated

patterns of poverty and malnutrition.

10. In para. 8.37 (page 20), the conflict between foreign exchange

pressures and food security receives mention but little guidance for

resolution. Can countries like (e.g.) Zaire, Ghana and Senegal, where oil

prices have increased already formidable debt service burdens, continue

even current levels of attention to food security? The recommendations

about linking aid to food security commitments help, but are not likely to

be enough to help countries with high fixed foreign exchange commitments.

Peru, which has emerged from a few years of financial stringency, did so

only at the expense of food security and nutrition levels. Are there

alternatives?

11. The Brazil example (page 25) would be more effective in the Food

and Nutrition section. It illustrates well what happens when a government

develops agricultural policies without adequate attention to food security

and nutrition concerns. Brazilian aggregate performance in nutrient pro-

duction may look better, but a disaggregated look at malnutrition leaves

little doubt about the policy impact.

12. I trust that the omission (on page 17) of the word "no" in

"the recent record gives us cause for complacency" is only a typo.

13. I'm surprised more attention is not given to potential improve-

ments via better marketing efforts.

14. At places in the latter part of the paper (e.g., page 23), I

sense the discussion of nutrition is meant to be something quite different

from the earlier discussion of food. This should not be the case.

15. Reference to the IMF food financing facility (page 21) may be

helped by a definition for those not familiar with the facility concept.

cc: Messrs./tvans, North, Warford, Reutlinger, Scandizzo, Liebenthal,

C. Lewis

ABerg: am



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: March 12, 1981

FROM: Bob Liebenthalt

SUBJECT: Sample Panel and Regional Model Projections

Messrs. Shilling, Wen, Lutz, Katz, Hicks, Moulin, and
Liebenthal met to discuss the sample panel and regional model

projections on Wednesday, March 11.

Mr. Shilling said that EPD is proceeding to harmonize the

country models and the regional model to the extent that the high

case capital flows and trade assumptions will be fed into the country

models. They will not attempt to harmonize the growth rates. It is

expected that when the country models are lined up with the global

model assumptions on capital flows, some of the high debt service

ratios shown in the country models for 1990 will be reduced, because

different assumptions have been made about the composition of capital.

The question of running at least some of the country models

using low case assumptions was discussed. This would be needed for

the discussion of country adjustment in Chapter 2 of the WDR. It

appeared that it would be difficult to do this for a great many

cases, given time constraints, but Mr. Shilling undertook to try and

do at least some countries using low case assumptions. One way to

proceed would be for the Core Team to select two or three large or

important countries (Brazil, India, Korea?) and two or three smaller

illustrative countries.

It was agreed that in the low case of the regional model the

rate of growth of consumption should be raised in order to show a savings

ratio lower than in the high case.

Finally, there was some discussion of the high oil service

ratios shown in the country projections, especially for the low

income countries. If the projected ratios stood up to examination,

then the implications for the low income countries were serious

indeed, and should be strongly emphasized in Chapter 2. I discussed

this later with Mr. Pollak, who agreed that it would be worth ensuring

that the energy balance projections were consistent with the country

models, especially the GDP growth rates.

cc: Mrs. Hughes,
Messrs. Cassen, Chenery, Colaco, Hicks, Katz, Lutz, Moulin, Pollak,

Shilling, Tidrick, Wen,
WDR Core Team
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Mr. Jean Baneth, Assistant Director, 1i2DR^ March I, 1981
(through Mr. Nicholas C. Hope, Chief, EPKMU)

Mr. Thomas M. dein, EPDED

Your Corament on the WDh-IV "Box Note" on Debt Relief

1. You said that India's debt relief must be sharmly distinguished

from other agreements. In my attempt to describe debt relief arrangements

in the allotted space this point was lost. I propose to add the following

paragraph between paragraphs 1 and 2 in the original draft:

"The debt relief extended to India was unique in that

it was not associated with an immediate liquidity problem.

Debt relief was used as a method of increasing net aid

transfers, because in the late 1960's debt service payments

were equal to almost one-half of gross disbursements. Debt

relief was also a method of increasing the amount of freely

available foreign exchange which India could use to purchase

industrial materials not available in aid donor countries."

2. If you feel that the above addition is adequate, I shall send

this revision on to the core team.

OFFICIAL FILE CCPY
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Thomas M. Klein, EPTFJ)
(through Mr. N., Hope, Chief)
"Box Note" for WD

Attached, as requested, is a "Box Note" on multilateral

debt relief.

Attachment

cc: Mrs. HT. Hughes, EPDDP
Mr. J. Baneth, EPDDR
Mr. F. Colago, EPDIT
Mr. R. Chander, EPDDR

TKlein aw
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"Box Note" for WDR-IV: Debt Relief

1. While most developing countries have been able to meet principal

and interest payments on their external debt, some have had to seek debt

relief. Requests for debt relief, for the most part, have been channeled

through multilateral fora.

2. Debt relief has been arranged for a few countries through aid

consortia. In 1959, under the auspices of the OECD, Turkey funded $443 mn.

of arrears on commercial credits, and in a series of agreements in 1978,

1979, and 1980, Turkey restructured some $4,500 mn. of debt to official

creditors and insured export credits. India received $1,250 mn. of debt

relief between 1968 and 1976 (along with aid pledges) from the World Bank

chaired Aid Consortium for India. Public debt of Pakistan amounting to

$990 mn. was rescheduled in a series of agreements negotiated in aid con-

sortia meetings from 1972-74 and again in 1981.

3. For thirteen other developing countries over the past 25 years,

debt relief on insured commercial credits and loans from governments has

been arranged through meetings of the Paris Club. These are ad hoc meet-

ings of representatives of the government of Western creditor countries

that have official financial claimson the country seeking debt relief. As

a result of continuing requests for debt relief, the Paris Club now has

a permanent chairman and a small secretariat provided by the French Treasury.

4. During the 1970's as loans from commercial banks have expanded

rapidly, debt relief increasingly has required the participation of 
commer-

cial banks. The restructuring of commercial banking debts has taken place

parallel with Paris Club agreements for Peru (1978), Sudan (1980), Turkey

(1979) and Zaire (1980); in addition, there have been substantial refinancingS



of debt to commercial banks without Paris Club involvement - Argentina (1976),

Jamaica (1979), Nicaragua (1980), Philippines (1970).

5. Generally, debt relief has been extended only for periods of

twelve to eighteen months, and on the condition that the debtor country

adopts a stabilization program capable of eliminating balance-of-payments

difficulties. Usually, this is accomplished through eligibility for draw-

ings under IMF stand-by agreements. Repayment of rescheduled debts is

normally 7-10 years, including 3-4 years grace. Interest charges on re-

scheduled debts typically are set at the rate for new loans of the type of

debt that is being rescheduled. As a general principle, debt relief is not

extended on previously rescheduled debt, although there have been a few

exceptions: Indonesia (1970), Ghana (1970), Pakistan (1974) and Turkey (1980).

Debt relief on concessional terms has been extended only for India (in a

series of annual agreements from 1968-76), for Indonesia (where the entire

outstanding debt was restructured in 1970), for Ghana (1974) and for Pakistan

(1974 and 1981).

6. The Paris Club arrangements for debt relief have provided for an

orderly restructuring of external obligations when debtor countries have

faced serious liquidity problems. However, there has been some disagree-

ment among debtor and creditor countries over the efficacy of the relatively

short consolidation periods and repayment periods. A number of debtor

countries complain that when faced with deep-seated debt difficulties they

are compelled to re-apply to the Paris Club for further debt relief. More-

over, when repayments obligations on newly rescheduled debt overlap with

those on previously rescheduled debt, servicing new borrowing becomes a

difficult matter. The creditor countries, for their part, believe that if
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debt relief were to be made available on more generous terms, developing

countries would be less careful in taking on new medium-term credit. How

to assist countries with large debts and poor export prospects remains an

unresolved issue.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: MrParvez Hasan, AENVP DATE: February 27, 1981

FROM: Marti VScirenk, AENVP

SUBJECT: WDR Projections

1. On February 26, 1981, those mentioned below as participants 
met

for a discussion of the WDP projections. We actually dealt with two sets

of projections:

(a) Regions: (in the WDR classification; AE-Region 
is broken

down into three "WDR-regions"):

05 E. Asia Middle Income, oil importers

11 E. Asia Low Income, oil exporter (Indonesia)

12 E. Asia Middle Income, oil exporter (Malaysia 
and Brunei)

(b) Countries.

The whole WDR exercise is focussing on the WDR-regions which will for the

final presentation probably be aggregated to larger groupings. The WDR-

region projections were established within a consolidated 
cross-region model

of trade flows and financial flows. The country projections are background

to double-check the WDR-region projections. 
Their data base is a combination

of DPS data,files, DPS projections, and previously solicited country econo-

mists' view. These country projections are not fully 
numerically consistent

with the WDR-region projections, and given their 
purely exploratory purpose,

will not be made consistent. The discussion dealt with the differences of

the two WDR assessments and the country economists' 
assessment. The purpose

was to establish overall broad consistency regarding 
major trends and key

coefficients. Below I summarize the country/region discussion.

2. Korea: The WDR-projection was found broadly 
consistent with the

country economist's (Sh. Yusuf) perception up to 1986. The projections

for the rest of the decade do not exhibit any disturbing features.

3. Philippines: The WDR-projection was found broadly consistent

with the country economist's (B. Jones) perception.

4. Thailand: The WDR projection is not consistent with 
the country

economist's view; in p.articular it is too pessimistic on 
export growth rates

which should be 10-12% (instead of 8.7) for 1980-85 and around 10% (instead

of 7.9% for 1985-90. That would improve the resource gap ratios 
and the

current account ratios somewhat. The debt service ratio would be no higher

than 19% (instead of 23.9%) in 1985 and 17-18% (instead of 28.6%) by 1990.

During the recent CG meeting the Bank went on record in stating that DSR

would not exceed 20%. Unless the country projection is shown anywhere,

there may be no case for adjustment since 
the difference is swamped in the

WDR region aggregate.

5. Residual countries of WDR-Region 5 (Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Taiwan,

Pacific Islands). No country projections were carried out for these countries.

Implied, however, are a few features 
which look a little suspicious. For

example, the implied combined growth rate for exports of these countries
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rises from 8.9% for 1980-85, to 15.5% for 1985-90, with the combined export
share rising to 104% of GDP (compared to 52% in 1973), and the combined
implied import elasticity rises from 0.63 during 1980-85 to 1.51 during
1985-90. (Deducting the three country projections from the WDR-region -
projections is not quite accurate, given the fact that these projections
have not been established in a consistent fashion,) I understand that
given the overall constraints of the exercise nothing can be done to improve
the outcome.

6. Indonesia: Both the WDR-region and the country projects were considered
as inconsistent with the country economist's (M. Walton) perception in
numerous particular points both for the short-term (78-80) as well as for the
medium-term (1980-85, 1985-90) time horizon. These differences were dis-
cussed, and a set of new input assumptions will be prepared by the country
economist to be conveyed to DPS. Once these are received, DPS will make
an attempt to rerun the country model as well as the WDR-region model.
However, time constraints and constraints from the inter-regional model
could make an adjustment to the country economist's projection difficult.
In this case, annotated tables (i.e., acknowledging differences of views)
will be produced. It seems to me that we might have a problem in this instance
as Indonesia is a WDR-region all by itself; however, the current practice
is to combine all exporting regions in the WDR presentations.

7. Malaysia: The country projection was found acceptable from the
country's point of view (K. Young), with the exception of the debt-service
ratio (turning negative by 1985). This particular feature, resulting from
the treatment of errors and omissions and of the gap fill in the model,
will be corrected by DPS. The WDR-region projection (including Brunei),
however, was considered deficient. Obviously there is a serious input data
problem for the period 1970-1980, and the growth rates of exports and imports
for the 1980's differ more than easily explainable on the basis of the
Malaysia projections. The crux of the matter, of course, is the inclusion
of "dummy Brunei" in the WDR-region projection without a country projection.
If the WDR-region projections are not revised, they would have to be anno-
tated accordingly.

cc: Mr. Bussink (AEA)

cc (participants):
Messrs. Colaco (EPD), Shilling (EPD), Hwa (EPD), Katz EPD',, Grilli (EPD)

Young (AEPID), Porter (AEA), Jones (AEA), Morrow (AEA), Yusuf (AEA)

Attachment

Mchrenk/ag



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 11, 1981

FROM: R. Liebenthal t-

SUBJECT: WDR IV High and Low Cases for Africa

Jed Shilling, Gene Tidrick, and I met on February 11 to
discuss the high and low cases for Africa (Regions 1 and 3 of the global
model).

High Case

Region 1: The growth rate of GDP over the 1985-90 period could

be higher (say 3-1/2 to 4 percent), reflecting the effects of improved
policies. The import elasticity for the 1985-90 period could be lower, say
around 0.9 (it is only 0.5 perccent 1980-85).

Region 3: Similarly, Region 3's growth rate should also be higher
in the later period, also reflecting improved policies. However, this may
be more difficult to achieve because of foreign exchange constraints;
Region 1 benefits from the reallocation of aid towards low income countries
in the high case, whereas Region 3 does not. Since import elasticities are
already low, it may not be possible to increase the growth rate in Region 3
any further.

The oil service ratio for Region 1 exceeds 50 percent by 1990 in
the high case. This seems to reflect excessive energy import growth.

Low Case

The low case growth rates for Region 3 appear to be too close to
the high case ones (2.8 percent 1980-90 compared with 3.1 percent in the
high case). Perhaps the low case growth rate should be reduced to something
nearer the Region 1 levels (i.e., 1.9 percent). In general, the two
regions should not behave too differently, reflecting their broadly similar
internal conditions.

The import elasticity for Region 1 increases substantially in 1985-90
(from -1.2 in the early 80s to 1.4). This could be explained as a restocking,
but should be smoothed out if possible.

cc: Messrs. Cassen, Shilling, Tidrick,
Mrs. Hughes

WDR Core Group

RL/jf
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Attched, as requested, is a 3Box Mote on variable

inteet rate debt.

ce: ' T rs. E. Hughes, Director, :PDDRi

'r.F. colc, PT

Mr. J. Saxe, EPDDR

Tlein: w
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"Box Note" for WDR-IV: Variable Interest Rate Debt

1. During the 1970's developing countries were able to secure substantial

loans from commercial banks. In recent years, the bulk of these credits were

at variable interest rates, and they have been concentrated on a limited number

of developing countries: As of December 31, 1979, 33 countries accounted for

95% of all long-term debt (i.e., debt with a maturity of more than one year)

to financial markets. Long-term variable interest rate (VIR) debt for these

33 countries amounted to $111 billion, or 39% of their total long-term debt.

Including identified short-term debts to banks, total VIR debt was around

$180 billion at end-1979.

2. Loans from financial markets have been advantageous to developing

countries. They are much more quickly negotiated than official aid; and,

being rapidly disbursed, they give a borrowing country flexibility in financing

its public sector expenditures and in managing its balance of payments. However,

VIR debt has posed a new problem for debt management. The characteristic of

VIR debt is that interest charges are computed by adding some agreed-upon

margin to a base rate, most frequently the 6-month London Inter-bank Deposit

Rate (LIBOR). Since interest charges rise and fall with money market rates,

a prolonged period of rapidly rising interest rates, such as 
has occured over

the past four years, can create unexpected debt management problems. 
For

every percentage point increase in the base rate, interest obligations 
on the

end-1979 stock of VIR debt for the 33 major borrowers will rise by $1.8 billion.
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3. The 6-month LIBOR, the chief VIR base rate, has been extremely

volatile during the past eight years. However, while it has followed

dollar-denominated prices, the 6-month LIBOR has generally been below price

increases (see chart). This has resulted in a significant resource transfer

from lenders to borrowers. However, in 1979-80, there was a positive real

rate of interest. Some observers predict that money-market rates will continue

to keep pace with inflation rates. If so, the "inflation windfall" which

has served to ease the burden of VIR debt in the 1970's will have come to

an end.

4. Of course, increases in money-market rates that result in an increase

in interest charges also raise interest earnings on official foreign exchange

reserves and other foreign assets. The known external assets of the 33 major

borrowers on floating rate deposit -- official reserves and foreign assets of

commercial banks -- totalled $115.6 million at the end of 1979, equal to about

two-thirds of total VIR debt. For a few non-oil countries, such as Spain and

Colombia, VIR assets actually exceeded VIR liabilities, making these countries net

beneficiaries of increases in money-market rates. For Argentina and some other

semi-industrial countries,VIR debt did not exceed VIR assets by a significant amount.

5. There remain, however, major borrowers with VIR debt substantially

in excess of VIR assets. At the end of 1979, Brazil had $10 billion of VIR

assets and $39 billion of VIR debt, and during 1980 the gap widened. Korea

had $5.6 billion of VIR assets and $9.9 billion of VIR debt. Turkey, Chile,

Ivory Coast, Morocco and the Philippines likewise had significant net exposures

with respect to VIR debt. For these and other countries in similar circumstances,

the rise of short-term interest rates of the past few years has created diffi-

culties for the management of external debt.



Variable interest debt position, end-1979
(billions of dollars)

Monetary
Total System
Variable Foreign
Interest Exchange
Debt /a Assets lb

33 Major borrowers
from financial markets 181.3 115.6

Oil exporting countries 69.7 37.6

Oil importing countries: 111.6 78.0
1. Semi-industrial countries 92.9 65.3

Argentina 9.6 8.9
Brazil 39.0 10.2
Chile 4.1 2.2
Korea 9.9 5.6
Spain 11.5 23.3
Turkey ' 4.2 1.0
All other 14.6 14.1

2. Other countries 18.7 12.7
Colombia 2.8 3.8
Ivory Coast 1.5 .2
Morocco 2.4 .8
Philippines 5.4 3.7
All other 6.6 4.2

/a Long-term debt plus short-term debt to "Group of Ten" country banks,
as reported to the B.I.S., adjusted to an original maturity basis.

/b Foreign exchange reserves plus commercial bank foreign assets,
as published in International Financial Statistics.
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WD BAN K IN T FRNAT I NAI F!NANC E COR ORATI O

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO WDR Files D T February 2, 1981

ROM. R.F. Cassen and U. Fughes

SUBJECT: Ceneral Assumptions Underlying the

Low and High Case Scenarios

1. The High Case scenario is based on the assumption that long-
term development trends evolving from the 1950s through the 1960s and

1970s are likely to continue, but with some adjustments to reflect a

modest optimism on some features (e.g. allocation of aid in favor of low

income countries, etc.) and other adjustments reflecting very probable

alterations in the direction of certain trends (e.g. commercial borrowing

in some countries). Performance parameters (especially savings and invest-

ment rates, and import to GDP growth ratios) are expected to improve,

particularly in those developing countries where there is considerable room

for improvement. Performance will differ among countries and regions.

Macroeconomic (and critical microeconomic) policies will also improve in

industrial countries in this Case.

2. The Eigh Case also reflects (particularly for the short period

1980-85) the country economists' views of what is likely for each country.

In the global model, their perceptions are corrected for global capital

and trade flow consistency. The iteration between the country and regional

runs is designed to refine both.

3. The Low Case scenario assumes that growth, trade and capital

flows will be lower than in the High Case, the industrial countries in

particular being unable to master their macroeconomic difficulties and

achieve the High Case rates of growth. LDC exports to OECD North will be

lower both because of the lower OECD growth rate and because of a degree

of protectionism affecting LDC manufactures exports in particular. Perfor-

mance parameters in the Low Case may not reflect the 'optimism' of the High

Case, but should not be significantly worse than those of the High Case and

in particular no worse than those prevailing in the 1970's. Capital flows

will decline, aid/GNP ratios being lower than the High Case; and no reallo-

cation of aid to low income countries is assumed.

4. Probable 1980's global development outcome is thought by the Core

Croup to lie between these cases, with some countries and regions doing
better and some worse. How optimistic/pessimistic and "realistic" the two

scenarios look depends on the point of view of the spectator. To avoid

such subjectivity, the "high" scenario has been estimated from long-run

historical trends as far as possible, apart from the features referred

to in paragraph 1. Estimation is of course better and more meaningful

for countries than for the regions. The low scenario has subsequently
been developed to reflect the assumptions of a worse international environ-

ment and the absence of the High case's modest optimism on performance.
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5. A "substantially improved" policies scenario (the "High Case"
of WDRs 1978 and 1979) has not been constructed this year. It would
presuppose, for example, exports-of-manufactures growth of 18-20 percent a
year, substantial changes in politics and policy in Africa South of the
Sahara and in South Asia, etc. Such an outcome seems unlikely (except for
a few countries) and would thus be cumbersome to handle in the text even if
it could be constructed quickly enough to be useful. We suggest, however,
that some such scenario be discussed with or without a further modelling
exercise for, say, Africa South of the Sahara.

Distribution: Messrs. Baneth
Chenery

Colaco
Shilling

WTDR Core Croup


